



In the midst of the holiday excite-
ment, we sometimes develop a case of 
the blues, and wonder why we talk of 
peace is a world so full of conflict, 
why we speak of hope when things 
look so hopeless. We tend to become 
so engrossed in the preparations and 
mechanical tasks required that we lose 
the joy of holiday celebration and find 
ourselves in the doldrums. Even spe-
cial holiday square dance parties be-
come a drag — plans, phone calls, re-
freshments, program, decorations -
too much to do, too little time in 
which to do it. 
Here's a formula for chasing the 
blues — it's very simple and it does 
work! When overwhelmed by depres-
sion, take hold of one thing and DO 
something about it! The solution to 
every problem consists of many small 
changes and acts. Think of the boon 
to the environment if everyone put a 
litter bag in his auto and used it! Or 
the improved human relations if we all 
greeted everyone we met with a smile 
for one day! (It might get to be a ha-
bit.) Or the benefit to square dancing 
if we all worked cheerfully at those 
federation, association and club jobs 
that no one really wants to do! But 
these small moves have to become 
widespread to increase their effective-
ness, and that takes EVERYBODY- 
you and us and Sam and Mary Jones 
down the street. 
So, to relate this to square dancing 
alone, and leave the weightier world 
problems for the moment— when you 
feel dissatisfied about a situation, don't 
brood about it until you whomp up a 
colossal blue mood, take a step. Write 
a letter to a magazine, go to a club or 
federation meeting and speak out, talk 
to the caller, discuss it with dancing 
friends, but do something, take a step, 
make a stand. (We could add that this 
should be done deliberately, but calm-
ly and with a willingness to listen to 
both sides, but that's another whole 
editorial, someday.) Remember the ad-
monition that it's better to light one 
candle than to curse the darkness. Let's 
light our candles and let 'em shine! 
Use your power and potential as a 
human being to find joy this holiday 
season — and when you do, may it 
extend well into the happy dancing of 
1971. That's our wish for all square 
dancers as 1970 slides into 1971. 
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monthly at 111 E. Shoreline Dr., Sandusky, 
0. by Burdick Enterprises. Second class pos-
tage paid at Sandusky, Ohio. Copy deadline 
first of month preceding date of issue. Sub-
scription: $5.00 per year. Single copies: 50 
cents each. Mailing address: Box 788, San-
dusky, Ohio 44870. Copyright 1970 by 
Burdick Enterprises. All rights reserved. 
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Your magazine is a must to keep 
us going over here 	 We would be 
very happy to welcome American folk 
to dance with us when they come to 
England for vacation in the East Ang-
lian area. 
Reg Whymark 
109 Sheldrake Dr. 
Ipswich, Suffolk, Eng. 
I have enclosed my check and∎ or-
der blank for a years' subscription to 
your magazine. Ray and Bea Dowdy, 
R/D instructors here, gave me a cou-
ple of your issues to read, which sold 
themselves. One of the main issues of 
interest are the different calls. I am cal-
ling for a club here and enjoying it 
very much. Since I'm new at calling, 
I am very much interested in receiv-
ing good material as I know this is a 
necessity in keeping dancers interested 
and enthusiastic, consequently keep-
ing square dancing of the highest cali-
ber and promoting it for the wonder-
ful enjoyment we all want to get out 
of it. 
Robert Bennett 
Beckley, W. Va. 
Here is my subscription... I like the 
magazine very much, especially the 
hash and breaks section. I know it is 
a lot of effort to keep a magazine go-
ing but you can do the job. 
Jack Livingston 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Thank you for the early copy of 
the issue which contained some of my 
"borrowed" easy level material. It ar-
rived while Phyllis and I were in Scan- 
dinavia 	 You certainly do a wonder- 
ful job of publishing the magazine 	 
Keep it up, I enjoy reading my copy as 
it arrives each month. 
Bob Howell 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Please send me a copy of your mag-
azine. Time was when I fiddled for 
hundreds of square dances — may take 
it up again. 
Rev. Kelvin L. McCray 
Bath, Illinois  
A square dance friend who was lucky 
enough to attend the national, brought 
us a copy of your magazine. We would 
like to subscribe 	 
Dale Miers 
Winfield, Ks. 
Enclosed is a money order for one 
year of your magazine.... Being over-
seas, it's sometimes hard to find out 
just what is going on in square dan-
cing. We are the only club in the Mad-
rid area with about 120 members, and 
growing. Our problem is that most of 
our dancers are unable to dance every 
week, so the get-togethers are like old-
home week. Your magazine was intro-
duced to me by a group of dancers 
from Ohio who were on tour through 
Spain. 	Ken McDaniel 
Madrid, Spain 
Each month when Square Dance 
magazine arrives I intend to write to 
say it gets better all the time, You peo-
ple are doing such a fine job in giving 
it a light and airy touch while at the 
same time reporting good sound infor-
mation. I always manage to read every 
word. We love the center fold where 
you rated the different "types." 
Orphie Easson 
St. Catharines, Ontario 
I just received my first copy of the 
magazine and find it entirely enjoy-
able, particularly the callers' ques-
tions. I am a beginning caller and some 
where along the line I missed out on 
two figures entirely. They are Tag the 
line and Sashay Thru. 
As you can see, I am overseas, do 
not have a callers association to which 
I can belong, and an cut off from 
learning the latest figures. I should ap-
preciate any information you can pro- 
vide on the two figures 	 
Bill McDermott 
APO New York 
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dikk\ki 0- A 
by STAN BURDICK 
Wow! The spirit of Thanksgiving 
lingers on and our thoughts turn to the 
deeper gratitude we also feel at Christ-
mas time. 
Have you taken time lately to thank 
the caller who had the patience to 
teach you (yes, even you) to square 
dance for the pitifully small remunera-
tion he got for that Herculean task? 
Have you thanked your area publi-
cation editors for keeping square and 
round dance communications alive? 
Have you spent a quiet, introspect-
ful moment being thankful that you 
are a part of a wonderful activity that: 
—is spirited without being crude? 
—is expressive without being ex-
hausting? 
—is socially satisfying without be-
ing lavishly superficial? 
—is melodic without requiring great 
lyrical talent? 
Personally, I'm tickled pinker than 
the first curious crocus on a pre-spring 
morn that I'm so wrapped up in my 
various square dance preoccupations, 
i.e., calling, dancing, driving, flying, 
publishing, yakking with callers, and 
writing silly put-ons such as you read 
in this column. 
Thanks, old buddy, Bob Osgood, 
for featuring this unworthy character 
in the pages of the November issue of 
SQUARE DANCING. 
From the Barely Believable Dept. 
comes this word — in the hot summer 
time you can go to a New Year's eve 
weeklong square dance party for a 
mere S20. per person! No, I'm not 
yanking a leg — it's a fact, fantastic as 
it sounds! You'll be served all your 
meals plus a special N.Y.E. smorgas-
bord, and morning and afternoon tea. 
You'll get your lodging, all the dancing, 
and even a caller's clinic, thrown in 
just in case some pinchpenny of a 
hash-slinger thinks he isn't getting his 
money's worth. Holy mackeral, Andy—
what a way to beat inflation! I think 
I'll go break my piggy bank (Hog Re-
serve to you, Tex) and fly to New 
Zealand to grab a bargain vacation l ike 
that. Join me, anyone? See News, page 
52. 
Recently in a distant city a dancer 
came up to the stage and said to me in 
very matter-of-fact tones "You don't 
look anything like you are supposed 
to." This remark started me a-wonder-
ing. What impressions do we have of 
people we read about but haven't seen? 
In my case, I can understand why I'm 
"different" as I slush into view for the 
first time. After all, the photo in the 
front of this esteemed magazine is so 
old I can't exactly use it to shave by—
I probably wasn't even ready to shave 
when it was taken. Please note that I'm 
not saying anything about Cathie's 
photo. She can speak for herself. Did 
you ever have a pen pal years ago and 
then suddenly see that same creature 
in the flesh? (And maybe realize to 
your horror that you'd been corres-
ponding with Mrs. O'Laary's cow?) 
Conjured impressions evaporate quick-
ly when one gets face-to-face with the 
real article. 
OK, "so what?" you ask. So, let me 
introduce you to the real Stan Burdick, 
just for laughs. We will take three lit-
tle incidents in the next half dozen 
paragraphs portrayed by two impos-
tors and one real Stan Burdick, in the 
style of the TV show, "To Tell The 
Truth ." 
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Ready, set, roll it.... (Fanfare).... 
I?) 
F 
Greetings, music lovers! The stage 
is elegantly laid out. And so am I. Ex-
cept that my cummerbund is a bit 
tight for my girth. Now I have just 
flipped my tails (both of them) and 
sat down to play. I deftly adjust my 
tie, my ruffled cuffs, my knobby 
knuckle bones. I take a tuck in my 
Tux (that's a Beethoven Fifth Avenue 
tux, of course). I know you are out 
there waiting in wild-eyed anticipation 
to know what my first selection will 
be. Small wonder - I hold the West 
Tennessee World's record for rendering 
a Bizerte Baroque on a Spotted Dulci-
mer. Move over, Kostelanetz. Let's see. 
I believe I'll give you the "Fantasy For 
Three Flutes." On second thought, the 
delicate tones wouldn't come through 
well on this printed page. Anyway, I 
left my three flutes at the Academy. 
Shucks, back to the "sweet potato." 
Hello. Here we are at the interna-
tional tiddly-wink championship in 
South Avery, Ohio, where thousands 
have gathered to see the playoff be-
tween me and Isaac Scratchenbacher, 
the Pole-Czech Wink Champ. A hush 
falls as I raise my tiddly (or is it wink?) 
for the final snap-maneuver to hood-
wink my opponent and win the cham-
pionship. At that precise and crucial  
moment, a bubbling mini-skirted pat-
ron in the first row says aloud, "I'd 
love to compete in this game, too, 
but no one will play with me." That 
did it! I muffed the shot and Isaac 
went on to win. So you see how one 
can be just a wink away from fame 
and fortune, and topple to obscurity 
in one ill-fated tiddly-flop. So often I 
am a victim of "Murphy's Law" - "If 
anything can go wrong, it will." 
Hi gang! The opportunity was of-
fered me recently to audition in the 
studios of an advertising firm of a ma-
jor city to help produce a radio com-
mercial for a bank that wanted to is-
sue discount certificates to listeners 
who might be interested in saving 
money on a Thanksgiving turkey, and 
the treatment of the commercial was 
to include the sound of an "old time" 
caller making the proper "pitch" about 
the certificates to the tune of "Turkey 
In The Straw," (If you can say that 
sentence backwards in one breath, 
you'll get some idea of the difficulty 
inherent in the assignment. 
The script was so chock full of syl-
lables and hyphenated hyperboles I 
got all choked up just thinking about 
wrapping my tongue around the very 
first hunk of wretched rhetoric. I had-
n't been so nervous (oops, callers don't 
use that word- I mean "apprehensive") 
since I picked up my first mike two de-
cades ago. But it was a challenge, and 
I like challenges. 
My instructions from the prc ad 
man were loud and clear: "Speak fast, 
like you old-time callers always do. 
FEEL the atmosphere of the barn, 
the hay mow, the old fiddler at your 
elbow. See the hundred dancers hoot-
in' and hollering in front of you. Now 
chant this prepared script and think 
turkey. Here comes the music. Ready. 
Tape is running. Go. Think TURKEY." 
So I thought turkey so hard I garbled 
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and gobbled the script so badly we had 
to do it over ten times. And through-
out the ten takes, my well meaning 
"coach" was sweating and bouncing 
and stomping and coercing more "tur-
key" out of me than I thought I had 
in me. I almost got sick on turkey. 
And most of all I was astonished that 
this man's image of square dancing 
today is about as up-to-date as a Stude-
baker Roadster. (Later on I told him 
a thing or two). 
You know, I wouldn't have traded 
that experience for all the prizes that 
ever came out of a Cracker Jack box, 
or a Super Corn Quisp box or Pan-
dora's Pitless Prune box. Someone else 
(with more turkey in him than I) got 
the assignment of making the final 
tape, I'm sure. But I had a treasurable 
"Happening" and as I staggered out of 
the studio that night into the drench-
ing rain, I had a hearty laugh, and then 
went "gobble, gobble" all the way home. 
So you guessed it! The real "me" 
stood up in the latter instance, which 
had far less fantasy woven into it than 
the first two impersonations. But, 
strangely enough, there's a little of 
"me" (and you, too) in the first two 
stories, by George. 
.14 
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If you see a bearded caller urging 
gaily colored dancers on a large boat, 
two by two, and if it's raining fiercely-
check and see if his name is Noah. (If 
his name is Noah, you'd better ask 
about his destination; if his name is 
Francis Zeller, you've got nothing 
to worry about.) If some of the cou-
ples seem to be half-sashayed and 
"same-sex", boarding the ship, again 
don't worry about it. Why, everyone 
knows that, according to tradition, 
when Noah called on his couples to 
"square the barge," he liked them to 





P.O. Box 1863 
Sierra Vista 85635 
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment 
GEORGIA 
Record Center 
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E. 
Atlanta 30324 
ILLINOIS 
Andy's Record Center 
1614 N Pulaski Rd. 
Chicago 60639 
Ask about our bonus plan 
INDIANA 
Whirl away News & Records 
CALLERS DREAM 
13261 Chippewa Blvd. 
Mishawaka 46544 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Jerry's Record Service 
48 Grove St. 
Springfield 01107 
OHIO 
F & S Western Shop 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo 43609 
WASHINGTON 
Aqua Barn Western Shop 
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Seattle 
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10400 Renton Ave. So. 
Seattle 98178 
Tango Bongo & Truck Stop available. 
one, I know I've lost three readers in 
Sheboygan forever, and one little Sun-
day school teacher in Memphis. 
CONFUSION SAY: (as we close 
the book) Man who collects gnats 






9099 Parshallville Rd. 
Fenton, Michigan 48430 
Sue Star Recording Artist 
Don Belvin 
1002 Oak Drive 
Manchester, Tenn. 37355 
Caller for H.A.T. records 
Sonny Bess 
646 Adams Avenue 
Huntington, W. Va.25701 
Teacher. Caller for Wkshps, festivals, etc 
Stan Burdick 
Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO 
Gordon Densmore 
2451 Haines Rd. 
Madison, Ohio 44057 
Dubs, workshops, clinics 
Dean Dreyer 
385 Melmore 
Tiffin, Ohio 44883 
Dance with Dean! 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd., At 10 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Recording on TOP, tours 
Dave Friedlein 216-543-5882 
18313 Haskins Rd. 
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022 
Sat. nite most anywhere— Call me 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
P.O. Box 5 
East Hampton, Conn. 06424 
Now booking for Fall '71 and Spring '72 
Willie Harlan 
P.O. Box 338 
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301 
For the best in square dancing 
Wayne Thompson 
Rt. 1 Box 73 (883-2278) 
Poison, Montana 59860. 
The Traveling Yodeler 
CONTACT THESE CALLER LEADERS FOR 
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND 
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ARE 
	 Dance with con-fer-dance! 
Monson, Mass. 01057 
Jack Hosken 
INVITED 	
220 Meadow Hill Lane 
TO 
	
Chagrin Falls, 0 44022 
INQUIRE 
	
In Ohio April 15 — Nov. 15 
OR ABOUT 
2 N. River Place 
LISTING 	 Ocean Breeze Park 
NAMES Jensen Beach, Fla. 33457 
In Florida Nov. 15 — April 15 AND 
Dick Kenyon ADDRESSES 
598 Mayfield Dr. 
ON 	
Lansing, Mich. 
THIS Hash, sings, anytime, anywnere 
PAGE 	 Joe Obal 
R.R. 1 FOR 
O'Fallon, Illinois 62269 
BETTER 
	




Buffalo, N.Y. 14214 
Recording on Top — tours. 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton. Ohio 43452 
Open dates — western style 
Bob Wickers 
714 La'Marite Dr. 
Manchester, Mo. 63011 
Traveling full time anywhere 
Deuce Williams 
3955 West Point Ave. 
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 48125 
The Rhythm Dealer — Hash & Songs 
Web Witter 
806 Columbus 
Austin, Texas 78704 
Back from Alaska and available for calling! 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken, Ks. 67556 
71.73 Calendar available— vinyl cover 
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Is there anyone who has not, some-
time or somehow, at some age, dreamed 
of owning a bag of gold, perhaps the 
familiar storied pot at the end of the 
rainbow? 
People have looked and looked, 
struggled and persevered, thought and 
schemed, without finding the bag of 
gold; yet it was already in their posses-
sion, if they but understood. 
There is a story told of a young 
man many years ago who decided the 
thing he wanted most of all was a bag 
of gold. He searched and searched, he 
traveled and traveled, he visited ham-
let after hamlet, always carrying over 
his shoulder a cloth bag into which he 
put money, mostly small coins, and 
other items given him by various house-
holders where he begged food and 
shelter, for he was considered a penni-
less wanderer. 
Time went on until he was an old 
man, no nearer to his bag of gold than 
when he started, or so he thought. 
There came a day when he took 
his last trip, to the great beyond, lea-
ving behind only his cloth bag. His 
neighbors buried him, and then looked 
at the contents of the bag. Among 
the items was an old envelope, yel-
lowed with age, which someone had 
§iven him in his wanderings. Lo and 
behold! When it was finally opened, 
out poured a stream of gold. 
In this story, as in the later story of 
"Acres of Diamonds," this man was 
so immersed in his frantic quest for 
the most important thing in his life, 
he overlooked the trifles given him by 
those he passed on his way. 
There is a moral in the story, for 
how many of us pass along life's high-
way collecting the items and envelopes 
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without taking the time to see if we 
have a bag of gold, hidden somewhere 
within our reach. 
It may not be too far-fetched to 
consider our square dance friends, our 
square and round dance clubs, the 
hours we spend dancing and having 
fun, as our bag of gold, for no one, 
wealthy or poor, young or old, genius 
or normal, can reach the day when the 
books are balanced without leaving 
behind a bag of gold from the associa-
tions and experiences with square 
and round dancers which will outshine 
any gold in the bankers' vaults. 
The following anonymous poem 
may carry a message for our square 
dance friends and us to ponder. It is 
not hard to know something good 
about our dance friends, our pot of 
gold. May we discover it before the 
books are balanced. 
Wouldn't this old world be better 
If the folks we meet would say 
"I know something good about you," 
And then treat us just that way? 
Wouldn't it be fine and dandy 
If each handclasp warm and true 
Carried with it this assurance— 
"I know something good about you.' 
Wouldn't life be lots more happy, 
If the good that's in us all 
Were the only thing about us 
That folks bothered to recall? 
Wouldn't life be lots more happy 
If we praised the good we see, 
For there's such a lot of goodness 
In the worst of you and me? 
Wouldn't it be nice to practice 
That fine way of thinking, too? 
You know something good about me, 
I know something good about you! 
11 
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Ir Your Halo on 
Straigh ? 
Angels at holiday time are pictured 
bringing good news to the earth; angels 
in square dancing are dancers who at-
tend beginners' classes to help them 
learn more easily and quickly. 
These good folks go to lessons be-
cause they want to share their pleasure 
and enjoyment, and their enthusiasm 
kindles the same spark in the newer 
dancers. It's great that the term "angel" 
with appropriate badge, has been lent 
to these dancers who give of their time 
and energy to extend dancing fun to 
others. 
Angels should remember that they 
attend each class to help the dancers, 
not the caller. The caller has a plan of 
procedure in his mind for the begin-
ners' progress, and he is the teacher 
and instructor. All too often well-
meaning angels prove a disruptive fac-
tor in the plan. 
Now, don't get us wrong! Callers 
appreciate the assistance of the angels. 
There is more liveliness, more fun, 
more relaxed learning when angels are 
present — bless 'em! But here are some 
tips for angels to consider, for a more 
harmonious relationship with the be-
ginning dancers and the caller/teacher. 
*Keep smiling — greet the folks in 
the set before the music starts. 
*Listen to the caller and let the be-
ginners listen. End all conversation 
when the caller's explanations or re-
marks begin. 
*Let the caller do the teaching. If 
there is a problem, call his attention to 
it and let him correct it in his own 
way. Angels may point this out to the 
caller quietly between tips or ask a 
general question during teaching time. 
*Be extremely careful not to em-
barass any dancer by correcting him 
or by the way comments are made. 
Say "We're not getting this or that at 
all," rather than "He's having trouble," 
or "She doesn't have that right." 
*If beginners ask for help on a sim-
ple point such as twirling the girl at 
home (as they often seem to), show 
them between tips, not while caller is 
explaining something else. 
*Dance what the caller has taught. 
If there are flourishes you like to in-
clude in your club dancing, forget 
them at classes. The caller will teach 
some styling tips as the lessons develop 
his over-all plan. Angels owe it to the 
caller as a courtesy to refrain from 
teaching their pet gimmicks to these 
new dancers, expecially when there is 
considerable discussion among leaders 
in the activity about their choreogra-
phic value. The caller is the authority 
at his classes; he has been engaged as 
a professional teacher to instruct these 
dancers. 
*Wear square dance clothes, not 
your fanciest, but appropriate for such 
groups. Mini-skirts, short-sleeved shirts, 
and slacks are not a good example of 
what the new dancers should wear to 
the freshman or student dances they 
soon will attend. Remember, you are 
their models, the only standards they 
have to pattern themselves on. 
*Remember your name tags. 
*Don't be afraid to admit that you 
goof, too. This makes the learners less 
tense about their boo-boos. 
*Remember to thank the other cou-
ples in the square, just as at club dan-
ces. 
it is best to keep horseplay, cut-
ting in and loud remarks to a mini-
mum. 
*If a couple is having particular 
difficulties, it is sometimes helpful 
to ask them to exchange partners - 
but don't push them into this too of-
ten. Some couples feel very insecure 
if they are separated — and their con-
tinuing may depend on how this help-
ful suggestion is made. 
*Don't complain or gripe about 
the hall, the floor, the caller. Make 
positive suggestions, when necessary, 
to improve the current situation. 
The perfect angel — that's what 
you'll be! In fact, by putting these 
ideas into practice, club dancing could 
become much more heavenly, couldn't 
it? 
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USE ANY OF THESE WORLD FAMOUS CREDIT 
CARDS TO CHARGE YOUR ACCOMMODATIONS 
ATLANTIC 
a 
Now more than 
800 FRIENDSHIP INNS COAST TO COAST 
plus Canada - Alaska & Mexico 
WHERE EVER YOU GO 
THERE'S FRIENDSHIP 
When You Stay at Owner-Managed 
FRIENDSHIP 
INNS In LAS VEGAS FERGUSON'S MOTEL (downtown) has attractively 
furnished rooms. Some kit-
chen units. Courtesy Coffee. 
Lower rates now in effect. 
1028 Fremont St. 





There is a difference in attitude and personal 
attention when you stay at a Friendship Inn 
and many luxury features for you to enjoy 
• Sparkling Clean Rooms • Free TV • Free 
Ice • Wall to Wall Carpeting • Swimming 
Pools • Fine Restaurants on premises or 
close by 
If You Are Planning A Trip 
WRITE FOR COMPLIMENTARY TRAVEL GUIDE 
(Use Coupon Below) 
or pick one up at your nearest Friendship Inn 
r FRIENDSHIP INNS INTERNATIONAL 
245 West on North Temple Street 
Salt Lake Crty Utah 84103 
Please send me COMPLIMENTARY TRAVEL 
GUIDE 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS  
CITY 	STATE 	ZIP 	 
Please include sel4.addressed-st•mped X10 en.elope 
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SPIN-OFF 
What's in a "National" 
for a nationally ranked caller? 
hat does a nationally-known 
caller seek from a National Conven-
tion? This was the subject of a panel 
discussion staged at the 19th National 
Square Dance Convention in Louisville 
with callers Stub Davis of Waurika, Ok., 
Johnny Davis of Erlanger,. Ky., and 
Hal Bausch of Leigh, Neb., presenting 
their thoughts. Stan Burdick was mode-
rator. 
The subject was an unusual one, 
and it generated further questions, 
both from panelists and those in the 
audience. Who is a nationally-known 
caller? Why aren't more nationally-
known callers present at National Con-
ventions? What is the real purpose of a 
National Convention? 
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Hal outlined his answer to the ques-
tion very pointedly: Any caller wants 
the fellowship of a National; the ex-
change of ideas; contacts— with those 
of similar interests, — with those who 
book callers; recognition; and an op-
portunity to contribute — in calling, 
—in exchanging ideas at panels, —in 
guiding the square dance movement. 
Johnny pointed out that a conven-
tion is so much more than a mere fes-
tival to thofe who have a lot at stake 
in this activity. It is a chance to see cal-
lers in action whom one seldom sees, 
to mix, mingle, participate. A conven-
tion of the magnitude of the National 
should offer a wide variety of special 
"meaty" material, found in panels, 
workshops, demonstrations. 
Stub gave a plea for a special "cau-
cus" room, easily accessible, where cal-
lers can gather and exchange ideas. He 
would also like to see an "old time" 
square dance hall, such as there was in 
St. Paul in 1963, A show-and-tell de- 
monstration 	on teaching beginners 
should be staged, perhaps actually us-
ing beginners "off the street," so to 
speak. 
One reason more well-known cal-
lers do not attend, it was established, 
is that they have double the invest-
ment to consider, compared to dan-
cers and once-a-week area callers, since 
they must also give up a string of well-
paying club dates. It was agreed that 
many callers are unhappy with the 
scheduling of calling assignments and 
would like to see standards for sche-
duling published in order that they 
may be clearly understood. 
Spinoff benefits for callers, cate-
gorically, are visits to a huge array of 
booths, available merchandise, meet-
ing old freinds, "bumping elbows" 
with the greatest "minds" and "hearts" 
and "proficient feet" to be found in 
the business. With so many leaders 
present, steps toward better proficien- 
cy, 	leadership and standardization 
should be felt throughout the move-
ment. Organizational methods should 
be sharpened. Directories should be 
established, and resources abound. The 
National is a showcase for both those 
within our activity and outside. It is 
hoped that everyone present will learn. 
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Eaddia9, a 
by John Winton 
	
Vancouver, B.C. 
From panel notes of the 18th National Convention 
The techniques used by a caller to 
"build up" a floor depend on many 
factors: whether he is a traveling or a 
club caller, the level of the dancers, 
the average age of the group, the mood 
of the dancers, the personality of the 
caller. 
Psychologically people enjoy suc-
cess, especially if they attain this suc-
cess by overcoming a challenge. Square 
dancers are happiest when they suc-
ceed in their squares. And the joy of 
this success is greatest when the dan-
cers have overcome a challenge. 
To get the dancers on his side, a 
caller must build his program. Begin 
with a warm-up of regular basics 
working from simple to complex. In 
working toward the meat of a pro-
gram, a good caller will teach as he 
calls. Thus, he leads the dancers into 
more complicated combinations with 
little or no walk thru. The caller should 
put variety into his program. The pat-
ter calls usually provide the challenge 
while a singing call in each tip provides 
relaxation. 
The excitement level of the floor  
can be controlled with choice of mu-
sic, auditory level of music and voice, 
tone of voice, and choice of figures. 
A monotone voice will very quickly 
put dancers to sleep. An example of 
the effect of figures is the use of "four 
ladies promenade" to increase the ex-
citement level, while "join hands and 
circle" for 16 counts tends to lower 
the excitement level. 
Floor evaluation is learned with 
experience. A critical eye that can 
scan the whole floor is needed. To be 
most effective the caller should know 
the traffic pattern of all eight dancers 
as they complete different patterns. He 
should know his calls well enough that 
he doesn't have to use a cue sheet -
both eyes should be observing all of 
the dancers. A good ear and careful 
observance of facial expressions will 
convey the mood of the floor. 
Choreography of movements should 
be planned so as to provide movements 
that are comfortable to do. Movements 
will be comfortable if the dancers 
"flow" from one basic to the next. 
Example: Avoid use of the same hand 
twice. "Centers in and cast off" flows, 
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7 while "centers in, bend the line" 
doesn't flow at all. 
Gimmicks are useful to inject a spi-
rit of fun and to relax a tense floor. 
The type of gimmick and how it is pre-
sented will depend on the age group, 
level of dancers, personality and mood 
of dancers, and personality of caller. 
Here are some gimmicks which 
might be used: 
1. The unexpected command -
"All around — the big old ring." 
2. Rip and snort 
"Republicans rip 'n snort." 
"Sexiest couple rip'n snort." 
3. Dancer participation in the calls. 
Singing along on the choruses. 
4. Boomp-sa-daisy, for young peo-
ple and some adult groups. 
5. Dancers dancing the part of op-
posite sex, as when four girls work to-
gether. 
6. Unusual geometric combinations. 
Tandem squares 
Double squares 
When working with a very hetero-
geneous floor a caller can provide vari-
ety with the use of: something old, 
something new, something easy, some-
thing hard. 
A caller will lose his floor if he 
dwells on any one of these devices 
for too long a period. Interest is lost 
especially if a difficult patter is main-
tained for too long a period. If a floor 
01=0=4 I,C=n0.4 
is breaking down, switch to something 
they can succeed at for a while. When 
a long involved pattern of difficult ba-
sics is being used the caller should 
know where to break the pattern 
quickly if a large percentage of squares 
has broken down. 
A square of dancers works as a team, 
playing "the game" with the caller. If 
a caller is smart, he will let the dancers 
win most of the time. 
A travelling caller offers variety in 
that he is new to the area, and he usu-
ally brings something new in material 
and techniques of presentation. He is 
usually expected to offer a more chal-
lenging program than the regular club 
caller. However, he has only one pro-
gram during which to establish his popu-
larity. He must try to let them go 
home happy. 
The club caller should strive to add 
something new each night — a new 
singing call and a new pattern in his 
patter call. If he hopes to develop 
good dancers he should be constantly 
reviewing all movements. However, 
they should be reviewed in a variety of 
combinations. The club caller should 
always reserve certain calls that he 
knows will win the floor back if for 
some reason he loses them. 
Jokes are not necessary every night. 
They should be used sparingly and 
only when appropriate. 
• ■ 
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THE PLACE OF 
ROUND DANCING 
IN SQUARE DANCING 
by Al Golding 
From the Manitoba Square Dancer 
Round dancing provides another 
media of enjoyment more closely al-
lied to ballroom dancing. It provides 
another variant for couple dances while 
at the same time affording a great op-
portunity to the individual to improve 
on all those essential qualities so ne-
cessary to graceful and smooth square 
dancing. The following are but a few 
of the fundamentals which can greatly 
improve your dancing ability and tech-
nique: posture, walking, rhythm, eti-
quette, position and leading. 
Round dancing is centered primari-
ly around two basic musical rhythms, 
the waltz and the foxtrot (the latter  
more commonly referred to as "two-
step rhythm" by round dancers. It 
teaches the basic art of leading and fol-
owing, dance sequences and routines, 
memory training, and often will in-
clude rhythm training. In teaching 
and learning rounds, there are no "by-
the-numbers" list of basic steps which 
may be used as a guide. The basics 
taught by your club are dictated by the 
simple rounds selected to be used. 
However, the list of basics should be 
carefully selected to provide a fairly 
broad coverage of those more com-
monly used in round dances. 
There is no prepared lesson plan 
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that you can use for teaching your 
rounds. You must develop your own 
teaching plan. Although there are se-
veral very good reference books in 
print which may be used as guides, 
the best source of information is at-
tendance at as many round dance 
basic workshops as possible, observing 
the techniques of other instructors. 
There are probably many questions 
going through your mind at this point. 
What basic steps should be taught? 
What dances should be taught? How 
many dances should be taught? How 
do I start? 
Most people who teach rounds 
start with two-step rhythms, for the 
simple reason that the beginning dan-
cer gets more FUN out of this type of 
music. Your first job is to select about 
five of the currently popular and sim-
ple dances. Arrange these selected dan-
ces in order of difficulty, then start 
through the process of dance analysis. 
For each dance, make a list of basic 
steps used, the dance positions and di-
rections used in the dances. You will 
find there is quite a bit of duplication 
in these dances, but your composite 
list will provide you with a list of ba-
sics that must be taught before you 
can do the dances. This will be the be-
ginning of your lesson planning. For 
each basic that must be taught, deter-
mine the method of teaching. Carry 
your analysis a little further at this 
TR -1625 
25 Watt Amplifier 
List Pr ice S254.95 
Callers Net $169.95 
point; with your partner demonstrate 
these steps and break them down into 
essential mechanical foot movements. 
Find out for yourself exactly what 
you are doing when you execute a 
step. Now you are ready to decide 
how best to go about teaching the 
movement. Plan to teach as many 
movements as possible in a circle, then 
go to the various dance positions for 
added drill and instructions on the 
movement. The next step in your analy-
sis is to list four measure sequences 
that are used in the .dance routine. 
These sequences will provide you with 
practically all of the drill material that 
you will need. However, you will find 
that at times you will have to com-
bine parts of two sequences in order 
to drill on a specific step or movement. 
Your initial goal is to teach the two-
step; your second goal is to teach the 
turning two-step. When you have your 
class doing the two-step and turning 
two-step fairly smoothly and without 
having to think about each step, you are 
over-the-hill as far as two-step rhythms 
are concerned. The steps you have not 
covered can be taught your group in a 
short time. In developing your teaching 
plan, assume nothing. If you assume 
that your group knows anything about 
what you plan to teach, you have made 
your first mistake. Start from the very 
beginning and teach each thing that 
you want them to do — teach them 
the dance step, teach body positions, 
TR 1656 HF2 
56 Watt Amplifier 
List Price $464.95 
Callers Net $309.95 
NEWCOMB 
Other models and combinations in dock 
SQUARE DANCE AND WESTERN SHOP 
Mary & Bill Elder 	Phone 304 564-5429 
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Road Rt. 1 
Weirton, W. Va. 26062 
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im RED NEW RELEASES.  BOOT TALK ABOUT 
114C011111 THE GOOD TIMES 
RB 113— Bob Vinyard, 
Bridgeton, Mo 
Cal Oot t) (;11" )-3 
Recordings 
On 'PJ. aji- Records 
FK 201 
THE GOLDEN ROCKET 
FK 203 
ARKANSAS STATE LINE 
CAL WILL BE CALLING IN THE FOLLO‘r-
ING CITIES DURING 1970: 
1 Dec. — Bridgeton, Mo. 
2,9,16,23,30 Dec.— Hot Springs, Ark. 
5 Dec.— Little Rock Air Base, Jacksonville, 
Arkansas 
31 Dec.— New Year's Eve Dance, Winston- 
Salem, N.C. 
CAL WILL BE ON TOUR IN JANUARY 
IN ALABAMA, GEORGIA and FLORIDA. 
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE: 
Sharon Golden 
300 Elmhurst 
Hot Springs, Ark. 71901 
PHONE: 501-624-7274 
teach the correct method of executing 
the basic movements. Leave nothing 
to chance. The time spent on each ba-
sic is determined by your class, not by 
a watch, or what you think their abili-
ties should be. In starting out, plan 
your teaching to provide orderly pro-
gression, explain terms, define steps, 
name movements, get your dancers in 
the habit of using names for the posi-
tions, steps, etc. 
Always remember, if this is a square 
dance group, DON'T cut into their 
square dance time to teach R/D basics. 
Nor—tally, the first half hour prior to 
the square dance program is used for 
those who wish to learn round dances. 
Insert the mixers and simple rounds 
between each square dance, or per-
haps you may utilize the latest system 
of 2X2 (two squares and two rounds),  
if the group has progressed far enough 
to cope with a sufficient number of 
rounds. 
Now for a few words on the waltz. 
This is a completely new rhythm to 
your class and should be approached 
in the same detail that you used in 
teaching two-step rhythms. Your selec-
tion of dances should be limited to 
three or four simple waltzes. The 
waltz is a beautiful dance and one of 
the most rewarding rhythms. It is 
smooth and flowing. This is the point 
in your instruction where you begin 
to put the finishing touches on dance 
positions, the art of leading and follow-
ing. Teach the waltz well, teach it cor-
rectly, and your dancers will reward 
you with beautiful, flowing, smooth 
dancing that will be a joy to watch, 
and will instill in you a sense of pride. 
SWEET BABY'S MY LOVE 
ARMS 
	
RB 111— Ted Frye 
RB 112— Don Williamson 
W.C1C-V-V.V.04 
Get ready for the Yuletide Season: 
WHITE CHRISTMAS 
RB 103— Don Williamson 
Rt. 8 — College Hills 
Greeneville. Tennessee 37743 
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SINGING CALLS 
For several months we have been griping 
about the kind of choreography that has ap- 
peared on singing calls. Up until now, very 
little choreography has appeared with any 
meat or club level dancing. These records 
have come out with practically the same fig-
ures on all of them, and when we dance to 
one, we have danced to them all. It has 
looked to us as though recording callers 
have not taken the time or effort to come 
out with singing calls that are different, and 
maybe they have done a heap of copying 
other records. It would seem a shame that 
we pay high prices for records and each new 
record is not really a new record at all, but 
a new number on the record. The dance is 
the same as hundreds of other dances, the 
same old tune has been done a hundred 
times, and probably the exact same music 
that the label has used before is used again, 
with the name of the record disguised to 
make us believe we are getting a new record. 
We do not believe that new experimental 
basics should be incorporated into these 
singing calls but we do believe that club level 
dancers are entitled to new singing calls with 
some of the accepted basics that are now be-
ing done in practically all clubs as club level 
dancing, such as Spin Chain Thru, Sashay 
Thru, and Tag the Line. 
The recording callers have apparently 
gotten tired of hearing us gripe and this 
month they have given us dances that have 
great choreography in them. It was a dis- 
tinct pleasure for our dancers to workshop 
these new records this month because there 
were dances above the 50-basic level. Still a 
few dances appeared that were easy but 
good. Our workshoppers all agreed that this 
month's records were the best group of 
singing calls we have had for many a moon. 
Here they are: 
SQUARE DANCE WONDERLAND— Mac-
Gregor 2079, Caller: Kenny McNabb 
We are putting this one up on top of the 
pack where you can see it because it Is the 
only Christmas number to appear so far this 
year, and probably the only one that will 
reach us In time to get announced to callers 
for the Christmas season. The music is 
Messina good, the dance is good. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru four hands, corner do-sa-
do, swing thru, boys trade, turn thru, left al-
lemande, weave the ring, do-sa-do, promeno. 
SNOWBIRD— HiHat 397 
Caller: Ernie Kinney 
Fine music, a pretty tune and the words of 
the dance are pretty too. The dance flows 
beautifully. Callers with fine singing voices 
will love this one, because here is where 
they can display their talent. FIGURE: 
Heads separate and go half way, star thru, 
up and back, right and left thru, square thru 
four hands, slide thru and star thru, roll 
sway, turn thru, left allemande, weave the 
ring, do-sa-do and promenade. 
RALLY ROUND— Top 25220 
Caller: Ed Fraidenburg 
This is the type of dance that all callers can 
use. The dance moves, the music is great. 
The dance as called by Ed is strictly club 
level and easy but fast. For callers who wish 
a little meatier dance the alternate figure 
has a Square the barge in it. FIGURE: Heads 
lead right, circle to a line, up and back, right 
and left thru, star thru, right and left thru, 
square thru three hands, corner allemande, 
walk by your own, swing the right hand 
lady and promenade. 
HONEY— Bogan 1232 
Caller: Glenn Zeno 
It's a honey of a dance, smooth and one of 
those relaxing dnaces that both callers and 
dancers will enjoy. The music is very good. 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain three quarters, 
heads lead right and circle to a line, up and 
back, right and left thru, star thru and do-
sa-do, spin chain thru, girls circulate then 
turn back, promenade. 
ON THE RUN— Windsor 4954 
Caller: Nate Bliss 
This is a bit of a "roughy" but if dancers 
will dance to the beat of the music it will 
work fine because the timing is perfect. 
The break to the dance calls for the heads 
to promenade single file and keep on walk-
ing while the sides wheel in and do-sa-do, 
swing thru, spin the top and pass thru to a 
left allemande. We believe that this figure 
originally appeared on a long play by Sing-
ing Sam Mitchell and was later put into a 
singing call on the Grenn label. It's a great 
dance if done properly, but will certainly 
end up with a mess in the middle of the 
floor if the dancers do not dance to the 
beat of the music. FIGURE: Join hands and 
circle left, four ladies in, the men sashay, 
circle left, head men and a new girl up and 
back, half square thru, do-sa-do with the 
outside two, star thru, crosstrail, swing cor-
ner and promenade. 
TAHITIAN HOLIDAY— Blue Star 1880 
Caller: Bob Fisk 
Good music, fine dance, great tune, and 
great calling by Bob add up to a parcel that 
can be called a great recording. FIGURE: 
Four ladies chain across, heads promenade 
half way, slide thru and pass thru, circle four, 
wring 'em out to a line, up and back, pass 
thru, wheel and deal, centers pass thru, 
swing that girl, promenade. 
GOOD TIME CHARLIE— Longhorn 186 
Caller: Bailey Campbell 
Good dance and the music of course is Long-
horn, always good. FIGURE: Four ladies 
chain across, heads right and left thru, square 
thru four hands, right and left thru, swing 
thru, boys trade and swing corner, left alle-
mande new corner girl, promenade. 
ONE MORE TIME WITH FEELING -
Square Tunes 127, Caller: Jack Livingston 
This is probably the best record that Jack 
has ever made. There is nothing lacking. 
Square Tunes music is very good, this tune 
is cute and the dance is very good. Who can 




by Ed Moody 
Reading with interest your editorial 
in the September issue, I paused and 
re-read, then re-re-read the third para-
graph. It had to do with articles ap-
pearing in the magazine from time to 
time that simply didn't agree with 
each other. Surely, if we all had the 
same thoughts what a hum-drum world 
this would be! Again, what one man 
can capitalize on and put over is apt 
to be a perfect dud when it is attemp-
ted by another, and vice versa, the sec-
ond man may be able to arouse enthu-
siasm by means that the first man can-
not. Thus no set rules can be set up 
for creating interest that are 100% cor-
rect for everyone. Readers should di-
gest all suggestions and adopt the ones 
they can master. 
Now there is one system used by 
many of today's callers that seems to 
be dead wrong. Instead of interesting 
folks it seems to scare them away from 
attempting to join up. 
Our local papers often run a para-
graph or two telling of a shopping mall 
or supermarket where there will he 
exhibition square dancing on a certain 
evening, demonstrated by the XYZ 
Local Club. Actually, it is a gimmick 
designed to interest on-lookers and 
get them to sign up for the coming 
session of classes. 
But here's the rub. 
One or two squares show up clad 
in psychedelic-colored rainment, in-
cluding frilly lacy pantaloons, which 
are on display about three-fourths of 
the time. For persons with good taste 
this is just too, too bad, but couple 
this with a caller who is attempting to 
upstage all others and steal the show, 
filling the air with meaningless patter 
so loud one can hardly hear the music, 
as his mike is tuned about 50 decibels 
above the record player. The show be-
gins with those squares present doing 
the fastest, most complicated sets of  
figures possible to some boom-boom 
hoe-down recording, where only the 
boom-boom seems to come thru the 
speakers. (How many of you know the 
origin of the word "hoe-down?") Now 
what is the result of this fantastic dis-
play of gymnastics in costume done at 
a mile a minute clip? 
Folks who have stopped to see what 
all the noise was about, do gaze until 
the tip ends, then head on about their 
business of buying dry goods or getting 
the week's groceries. 
As the dancers are performing on 
either polished tile floors or hard ce-
ment in the car parking area each one 
winds up the long evening with two 
tired legs and possibly one fallen arch. 
The caller winds up with a sore throat. 
The continually changing audience 
of shoppers wind up mostly unim-
pressed, with a mental picture which 
says, "It may be fun, but it's too com-
plicated and fast for me." 
After each set of two or three tips 
the president of the exhibiting club 
takes the mike and starts his spiel, in-
viting folks to join the fun and do an 
easy tip or two. He also announces 
that he has application blanks for les-
sons now forming. He doesn't realize 
he is talking to a new audience who 
just gathered to see what that barker 
at the mike is giving away free. The 
folks who witnessed the last tips are 
long gone. All evening the onlookers 
will be continually changing as there 
is nothing to hold their interest long. 
They are neither spell bound nor en-
tranced. Probably about 650 to 700 
people are exposed to some part of 
a program at a busy mall, but with the 
unpalatable bait hung out, the catch 
might add up to three or four folks. 
Not over % of 1 %, and that's a pretty 
poor percentage for all that work. 
Now if the hook was baited this 
Continued on page 45 
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061 Nexam qiceeesa/rd 
by Barbara Smith (Mrs. Chet) 
Boylston, Mass. 
Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard 
In the rhyme that everyone knows 
And when she got there, was her cupboard bare? 
Indeed not, 'twas bursting with clothes! 
There were billows of skirts, and colorful shirts, 
And petticoats matching in shade. 
There were dresses galore, shoes by the score, 
And trousers all "western made." 
Thiistate so informal, indeed it is normal 
In many a home today. 
You soon learn to put up with doors that won't shut up, 






TEACH IT ALL WAYS, ALWAYS 
When dancers graduate from our 
classes, they probably can do a spin 
the top from home position with the 
opposite couple and perhaps they can 
do it following a swing thru. They can 
do all eight circulate so long as men 
are on the outside and girls on the in-
side. They can do centers run as long 
as they run to the right. Ends run or 
centers run to the left are lost causes. 
Spin chain thru is generally OK if the 
active people are all of the same sex—
if the actives are two men and two 
girls, mayhem results. And if we use 
left handed versions of spin the top or 
spin chain thru we're also in trouble. 
There are two ways we can accom-
plish the teaching of these variations.... 
First we can lengthen our classes. Let 
the "Learners' Club" (as Ed Gilmore 
terms it) run for 45 or 50 lessons — a 
whole calendar year, in other words. 
The dancers must spend this long any-
how becoming proficient, and this is 
without any reference to experimental 
figures. Second, we can use varied ver-
sions of the standard basics at club 
dances and workshops without making 
whole tips out of them and without 
making a big point of what we are do-
ing. Don't make a whole tip out of left-
handed Spin chain thru, in other words, 
but use a left-handed Spin chain thru 
in the middle of a tip — do it gently, 
talk them through it so they get it, 
then go back to whatever else you 
were doing. Then use it again at the 
next workshop in another tip. If we 
do this steadily, dancers will show an 
amazine improvement in a very short 
time. 	Jay King (Callers' Tips) 
END IT WITH A SOFT LANDING 
May we give a plea for a gentle (not 
rollicking) singing call to end every 
dance? It makes good sense. You've 
worked 'em to beat the band all night 
long — give 'em somehting soft, senti-
mental and restful to wind up the eve-
ning. We suggest two favorites for a 
while have been "Summer Sounds," 
MacGregor 2051 and "Mary Ann," Ka-
lox 1107. A brand new record that 
ought to do the trick is "Mister Sand-
man," Mustang 126. "First Thing Ev-
ery Morning," Blue Star 1827, is still 
used a lot. There are a number of good 
versions of "Turn Out The Light." 
Red Boot Records has a good "Good 
Night Irene" that does the trick. 
There's also "Adieu," Bogan 1225, 
"Try A Little Kindness," Hi Hat 
386, "Whispering," Balance 403, and 
"If I Had My Way," Top 25078. (See 
also Mix & Match, page 29). 
TIME + WORK = LEADERSHIP 
Why is it that some persons excel 
in their endeavors and others fail? Why 
are some callers "born leaders" or "born 
with a mike in his hand" while others 
are just "another guy on stage?" We've 
often said it takes long hard hours, 
weeks, months, years to master the es-
sentials of leadership and the technical 
aspect of calling. Ed Berryman of San 
Diego in "Square Dance—Where?" says 
it this way: My conception of leader-
ship is built on that fundamental thing 
called work, and that leadership is 
built from within the individual. The 
individual must put his own house in 
order before he can be expected to 
make any worthwhile contributions to 
others. To qualify for any job, includ-
ing caller, teacher, or leader, he must 
have knowledge and experience of the 
things which he is expected to perform 
and administer. His thinking, attitudes, 
philosophy towards his superiors, asso-
ciates, and subordinates must be hu-
man, understanding and objective. He 
must overcome his own weaknesses be-
for he can reasonably expect others 
to overcome theirs. 
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Some very mod dresses these days 
have a pleasant flavor. Gathered blouses, 
dirndl skirts, embroidered belts and 
other accessories are very much "in." 
Square dancers have always adopted 
some of the current trends, while pre-
serving the unique styling of the full 
petticoats and dancing slippers. There 
is much discussion today about a ten-
dency among square dancers to dress 
down, rather than up for classes and 
clubs, and the strongest opinions voiced 
plead for the continuation of special 
styles for round and square dancing, 
rather than slacks, shorts or mini-
skirts. (We have yet to see a pants 
suit at a dance, but it probably will be 
observed in the near future.) 
Here is a quote from Dorsey Con-
nors, columnist im the Chicago Sun-
Times, who evidently had attended a 
square dance in Maine with relatives: 
"The flounced calico dresses worn by 
lady square dancers are most flattering 
to every figure, especially when cou-
pled with pretty petticoats that show 
as they twirl. Strangely enough, these 
costumes suddenly look very modern. 
The fitted waist, the swirly skirt and 
the length — always below the knee-- 
gives a haute-coutere touch to the folk-
sy art of square dancing." 
A really up-to-date fashion is patch-
work of all kinds, so here are directions 
for a skirt, taken from Grand Square 
magazine of New Jersey: 
The skirt should have many patches, 
so a light-weight drip-dry type fabric 
is ideal. 
To determine the size of the squares 
needed, divide your finished skirt 
length by the desired number of tiers 
and add to this figure your top and 
bottom seam allowances. Example: A 
24" length divided by 4 tiers is 6", 
plus 1/2" top and bottom seam allow-
ance equals a total of 7", which means 
that 7" squares are to be used. 
To determine the number of squares 
needed, figure the number desired for 
the uppermost tier (i.e., 10. Double 
the number for the second tier, dou-
ble again for third tier, and again for 
the fourth. Total: 150 squares. 
Take the number for tier 1 and sew 
them end to end, leaving end open. 
Sew the allowed squares for tier 2 end 
to end, leaving end open. Gather upper 
edge of tier 2 to fit bottom edge of 
tier 1. Two squares on tier 2 will gather 
to fit one square on tier 1. Proceed in 
the same manner with tiers 3 and 4. 
Close up open seam to within zipper 
allowance and insert zipper. 
Gather upper edge of skirt to fit 
waistline. Cut strip of fabric for waist-
line 2" longer than waist measurement 
and double desired width. Fold in half 
lengthwise, sew closed both ends and 
turn. flight sides together, sew band to 
upper edge of skirt with extra bit to be 
underlap for button, or hook and eye. 
Top stitch on wrong side by hand. 
Finish lower edge with machine 
hem. 
A sleeveless blouse to match one of 
the squares and a blouse with either 
long sleeves or short puffy ones would 
provide two changes for the skirt. 
An added touch would be a wide 
sash to tie in the back, with belt car-
riers on the waistband. 










This little handout card really speaks for itself — and tells the world (wherever you go) that 
you're a square dancer, and proud of it! What an idea for year-round promotion! Thanks to 
Vic and Mildred Esworthy, public relations director of the State Council of California and the 
promotion committee of that organization. 
"FANTASTIC" SOUND 
AT MODERATE COST! 
ALL-TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT 
• Light weight - only 23 Ibs! 
• 1213 Peak watts output 
• Skip-proof "floating" turntable 
• Outstanding clarity 
• Reserve Power for largest halls 
• Many, many other features — 
FULL PRICE $375.00 
Internal monitor, counterbaianced tone arm, electronic speed control, V. U. mete: 
microphone compartment, dual microphone inputs, full tone controls, etc. 
NEW — compact 251/2 lb. matching sound column -- $151.00 
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 




Newest Rounds 	GR 14141 LOVE NEST 
by RALPH & JEANETTE KINNANE 
EVER MY SWEET 
WALTZ BY OSCAR & FRAN SCHWARTZ 






RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED 
REINDEER 
BY EARL JOHNSTON 
AULD LANG SYNE 






    
Top 25112 	WINTER WONDERLAND 
by JIM CARGILL 
TOP 
Newest Flip Squares 	Top 25222 
Top 25223 
HOLLY JOLLY CHRISTMAS 
by DEUCE WILLIAMS 
AUSTRALIAN MATILDA 
by WALLY COOK 
(Recorded in Australia by one of 
Melbourne's greatest callers) 
Mix & Match 
* 
This month we give you another adaptation, using both an older ba-
sic, WHEEL AND SPREAD (called directionally) and an older tune. We 
believe Chip Hendrickson of Connecticut came up with this pattern — 
Record: IN THE EVENING BY THE MOONLIGHT, Top 25088 
Break: (Note: Prompt the following, like a quadrille, with proper timing. 
Sides face, grand square, reverse 
Four ladies chain, chain back, promenade 
FIGURE (Head) two ladies chain across, turn that girl 
(Side) two couples lead right, there you circle 
Break out to a line of four, forward and back you go 
Pass through and wheel and deal, in the moonlight 
Outsides crowd right in, lines go up and back 
Ends star thru, centers crosstrail, swing a new one (promenade) 
As we sing and we swing 'em 
In the moonlight. 
NOTE: Tricky rhythm, long intro, pick up tag. 
J 
WHAT IS A SQUARE DANCER ? 
A square dancer is a person who knows his left from 
his right but occasionally forgets it. A square dancer is 
someone who has learned to do as he is told (by the cal- 
ler), but doesn't always.do it. 
He is fanatical in his search for a good time, traveling 
miles in all kinds of weather, going to places he would 
never go to otherwise, spending all night on his 
feet which were killing him at work, and smiling 
happily all the time. 
A square dancer speaks a language all his own. 
He calls his partner 	 his taw, date, 
honey, darling, 
or pretty lit- 







the ring, cir- 
cle or set. 
4.1 	He learns his dan- 
cing thru and thru; 
square thru, swing 
thru, dive thru, pass 
thru, turn thru, step 
thru, right and left thru, 
barge thru; and he must 
be agile enough to do such 
unlikely things as box the 
gnat (or flea), shoot the star, 
pick up a girl or chuck the corn. 
If this description fits you, don't wor-
ry, although practically incurable, this dis-
ease is not at all harmful, and most square 
dancers have a strong desire to infect other 
members of the community. 




WHAT IS A CALLER ? 
A caller must be intelligent, handsome, 
a man of vision and ambition; an after-
dinner speaker; a night owl, one who 
works all day, calls all night, and ap-
pears fresh the next day. He must 
know WHO, HOW, WHY, and WHERE; 
have a ready smile and an open purse; 
look his best when he never felt worse. 
He must be able to entertain dancers, 
wives and sweethearts without becoming 
amorous. He must inhale dust and smog, 
drive through fog and snow, and work all 
summer without perspiring or acquiring 
8.0. 
He must be a man's man and a ladies' man, 
a model husband and a fatherly father, a 
good behaver, a plutocrat, a diplomat, a Demo- 
crat, a Republican, a New Dealer, an old Dealer, 
and a fast dealer; a technician, electrician, politician, 
mathematician and mechanic. 
He must be a promotional expert; a good manager, 
and a good correspondent; attend all dances, tournaments, 
funerals, parties; visit dancers in hospitals and jails, con-
tact all new prospects; and in his spare time look for 
new dancers and do missionary work. 
He must have unlimited endurance, a gift of gab, be 
fast with a yes and slow with a no. He must have a 
car, a dozen new outfits, hundreds of records, an 
attractive home, belong to all clubs, pay all ex-
penses at home and on the road, and save for 
future ulcer treatments. 
He must be able to read upside down, be an ex-
pert driver, talker, dancer, story teller, pitch 
player, poker hound, golf player, financier, 
capitalist, philanthropist, authority on palm-
istry, chemistry, physiology, psychology, 
dogs, cars, horses, brunettes, blondes, red-
heads and the Kinsey Report. On the 
other hand, he must remember that he's 
not just a good-will ambassador, must 
stick to business and be a good caller. 
Oh, yes, he must be a self-starter, but 
nevertheless do what he's told. 
Adapted from THE NEW ENGLAND CALLER 
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Choreo Guideline 
BY Will Orlich 
A NEW five-times-a-year SQUARE DANCE CHOREOGRAPHY 
NOTE SERVICE designed for the caller who doesn't have time 
to create his own material FOR THE 50 BASIC PROGRAM and 
THE 75 BASIC PROGRAMS ONLY. 
IT'S NEW 
IT'S DIFFERENT 
IT'S BEEN REQUESTED 
IT'S AVAILABLE NOW! 
Each issue also includes a "SPOTLIGHT FIGURE" with a complete 
figure breakdown to show how endless variations may be used in 
BOTH programs. 
MAILED FIRST CLASS IN JANUARY, MARCH, MAY, SEPTEMBER, NOVEMBER 
EACH YEAR S5.00 POSTPAID 
WRITE TO: WILL ORLICH, Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens 
Bradenton, Fla. 33505 
(Sample copy available with self-addressed envelope.) 
ALSO AVAILABLE THE FOLLOWING MANUALS: 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS S5.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT @ S6.00 







ADv an ced 
INtermediate 
BEginner 
The BE-IN-AD-FIN program of to-
day's square dancing progression -
and what it should mean to you. 
BEginner level — the 50 basic pro-
gram in whatever number of lessons it 
takes, 10-15-20, is the keystone, the 
cornerstone, the foundation of the 
whole square dance structure. If this 
isn't solid and firm (well-learned), then 
the entire structure collapses. Maybe 
it won't break down at the BE level, 
but it will at the IN or the AD step. 
This is commonly referred to as the 
"drop-out" point wherever it may oc-
cur, but WHY should it be so? The 
dancers may have been taught all that 
is used at each step but they haven't 
really learned each one. If the dancers 
really know each basic taught to them, 
they can enjoy the BLACK STEP in 
their area. This is the CHALLENGE 
type figures composed of only those  
basics taught in this group, but they 
have been twisted and turned to make 
the dancers think, and in so doing, 
have fun AT THAT LEVEL. 
INtermediate stage — the 75 Ex-
tended Basic program taught again in 
the number of lessons it takes, a mini-
mum of twenty above the first group. 
This second step of learning to square 
dance puts the majority of the dancers 
into the IN group: the clubs, the festi-
vals, the open dances, etc. But once 
more, the dancers can be taught but 
not really have learned each movement. 
If required to "circulate" in an odd-
ball pattern from the ordinary path or 
asked to "wheel and deal" from a dif-
ferent position, do they fall apart? 
They know the basic by name and 
from the teaching figure viewpoint, 
but how about at that BLACK STEP 
plateau, the challenge type figure corn- 
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bination? Your editor believes along 
with many other leaders that figure 
combinations using only the 75 basics 
(through Spin chain thru and Tag the 
line) can be created forever without 
duplication, and involve a true chal-
lenge of dancer reaction without ac-
tual frustration. So why go any fur-
ther if this satisfies the majority of 
dancers? 
ADvanced club level — the place 
for the pioneer-spirited dancer who is 
well versed in the first two programs. 
This is also the place that the three 
year and up dancer eventually tries. 
The spirit of the unknown, the thrill 
of trying something new — even as 
each of us did learning the left alle- 
mande! And the BLACK STEP pla- 
teau in the AD group is fantastic — if 
this is to your liking. This is the chal- 
lenge plateau to please the most ar- 
dent of Ole Busters. This is also the 
group which dances to a fluctuating 
"basic" program; one that sees possi-
ble new ideas come and go over the 
years before one is incorporated into 
the IN group program. 
This is the "new idea" workshop 
level for the trained, experienced dan- 
cers. This is where callers should intro-
duce the "new" stuff and NOT at the 
IN groups. This is a definite "drop-out" 
point for the IN dancers. The gap be-
tween the IN group and the AD group 
is where eight sets of new-corners dwin-
dle down to three or four couples who 
manage to stick with it. So KEEP THE 
IN GROUP SEPARATED FROM THE 
AD GROUP until they are ready for 
each other and do not join them toge- 
ther because each group insists upon a 
merger. Who should know better than 
their leader when they are ready for 
each other? Of course maybe the lea-
der shouldn't be their teacher either 
and save everybody a heartache. 
InFINity— the point very few square 
dancers think they might have reached. 
That little old "X" at the top of the 
steps symbolizes three couples at the 
very peak looking for a fourth couple 
good enough to dance with them. 
These are the six (or even five?) who 
know all eleven hundred basics at the 
drop of a hat, who dance all move-
ments in perfect rhythm, whose atti-
tude is "live and let live" at all levels, 
and whose address is somewhere in 
Paradise. You know their names. 
Square dancers steps to infinity—
those three little steps at the foot of 
a long slide (which is usually down). 
The important step? That BLACK 
STEP at any step of the way you 
choose to rest on. That's the FUN 
level, the one that pleases YOU most. 
The choice is yours, so stick with it. 
We're busy training the leadership 
to help you succeed. 
CALLERS' 
QUESTIONS 
MARIE GRAY, Tucson, Arizona—
The Rainbow Stroll figure (see this 
issue New Idea) was written and pre-
sented by George Wandly, a caller 
from Tucson, at the Tucson Festival 
in January, 1961. At that time he 
called it the Tucson Prowl. We have 
been using it as such ever since then — 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thank you, Marie. 
As I have said many times, there are 
very few "new ideas" — usually just a 
twist of something old given a new 
name, or a combination of several ba-
sics. 
From a local square dance publication: 
Make it easy for yourself. Circulate is 
to advance one position. Split circulate 
separate into two groups of four, ad-
vance one position in each separate 
group. Diagonal circulate, do a split 
circulate with the couple on a slant or 
diagonal from you. Cross circulate 
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(this one is mis-named) same as split 
circulate and half sashay, etc. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: We think it is a 
wonderful service when dancers write 
"easy-to-understand" versions of our 
basic movements for their area periodi-
cals. We also keep hoping that the 
authors of such articles also research 
these explanations to be sure that they 
don't add to the confusion instead of 
helping to understand the patterns. 
The above paragraph was going great 
guns until it hit the "Cross circulate" 
comment. We can't help but feel that 
the article was written due to personal 
reaction and breakdown in a set where 
the author experienced it. The sad 
thing is that even if the other seven 
people in his set DID a cross circulate 
properly, HE was the one that broke 
it down. Evidently he had always been 
facing IN on call to cross circulate. Had 
he been facing OUT when the call 
came, he should have done a normal 
all-8 circulate pattern and THEN half-
sashayed. In effect, the dancers facing 
out do NOT follow a split circulate 
pattern but rather find themselves end-
ing in a position with the OTHER 
GROUP of four. Can you imagine now 
how many sets will be able to come 
out OK after the command to "cross 
circulate" in this area? We hope some 
good caller/teacher will be able to cor-
rect the damage of a mis-informed au-
thor's "helping hint." Here is the cor-
rect explanation of all-8 cross circulate: 
All follow a normal all-8 circulate 
pattern but upon arriving at their de-
signated spots, the centers and AD-
JACENT ends half sashay into each 
others' positions, i.e., ends become cen-
ters, centers become ends. The move-
ment is actually accomplished without 
a stop so that the dancers sort of "cross-
trail" when they meet to end up shoul-
der to shoulder with them in another 
line. Hence the term cross circulate. 
SEVERAL CALLER/ TEACHERS-
! don't have time to teach my begin-
ners all of the possible square thru pat-
terns. What's the difference anyway? 
They are there to have fun so I only 
use it in the normal couple way. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Great for a one-
night stand! In asking these same cal-
ler/teachers if they re-teach square thru 
in the Extended Basics groups, the 
same answer is received — no time. 
Our answer has been the same -
TAKE TIME and at the proper level. 
Who said dancers have to learn the 50 
basic program in ten lessons. Take 15 
or 20 or whatever is needed before 
going on to the next program. Dan-
cers never again are expected to learn 
50 new things so fast. The next 25 
take twenty to thirty lessons, so what's 
the hurry? Can't you wait to throw 
them out of the door at the other end 
in hopes of getting new faces. A gradu-
ate dancer of the 50 basic group should 
be able to dance the following figure 
(maybe not the first time thru): 
Promenade, don't slow down 
Head couples wheel around, 
then backtrack 
Keep going, sides couples wheel around 
Square thru, it looks like rain 
Boys turn back, two ladies chain 
Send them back, square thru 3/4 around 
With the boys, left square thru % 
around 
Boys turn back, two ladies chain 
Send them back 
Square thru 3/4 around 
Star thru, bend the line 
Crosstrail thru to the corner 
Left allemande 	 
Try this figure with your group and 
we might add with a group at ANY 
level because most dancers today have 
not learned a square thru thoroughly 
in their lesson period either. And no-
body has taken time to review the 
square thru at a later date — that's kid 
stuff to high level dancers. So tell it 
like it is and teach it where it belongs. 
Drop-outs are not caused only by 
"new" ideas but also by frustration 
and embarrassment at a later date 
about figures that dancers are "sup-
posed" to know. 
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RAINBOW STROLL 
Idea by Mac Parker, Arlington, Va. 
A gimmick to help teach a California 
twirl plus dancing in time to the music. 
From a squared up set, on call to 
RAINBOW STROLL, all eight move 
forward to center of set, turn away 
from partner and take corner girl out 
as new partner. On circumference of 
circle do a California twirl and again 
walk to center of set as a couple, etc. 
Repeat four times to zero out with 
original partner to a left allemande. 
Forward eight and back 
RAINBOW STROLL 
1-2-3—turn, 1-2-3—turn her under 
1-2-3—turn, 1-2-3—turn her under 
1-2-3—turn, 1-2-3—turn her under 
1-2-3—turn, 1-2-3—turn her under 
Left allemande 	 
es, • Na 
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BY POPULAR REQUEST 
RE LAY THE TOP 
by Holman Hudspeth, Detroit, Mich. 
RELAY THE TOP is a combination 
movement of dancers exchanging pla-
ces in two Spin the tops using a Spin 
chain thru traffic pattern, about 10 
counts. From two parallel ocean waves, 
on call to RELAY THE TOP, start a 
Spin chain thru, i.e., ends swing half, 
new centers turn % (an "H" pattern). 
At this point, all current ends circulate 
1/2 position. The new ends who had 
been facing out are now in line with 
the wave to make it a six hand wave -
the new ends who had been facing in 
form a 4-hand star in the middle. Now 
the wave ends swing half while the star 
moves forward 1/. so that the new-
comer can finish another 4 turn with 
the center position to re-form waves 
in the same position started. The other 
four dancers step ahead to become the 
nearest ends of the new waves. 
EXAMPLES 
by Willard Orlich, Bradenton, Florida 
Head couples square thru 
Do-sa-do the outside two 
An ocean wave and rock it 
RELAY THE TOP 
Again RELAY THE TOP 
Box the gnat 
Change hands and swat the flea 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top 
RELAY THE TOP 
Swing thru, pass to the center, pass thru 
Square thru % around to the corner 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, 
Sides right and left thru 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top 
RELAY THE TOP 
Swing thru 
RELAY THE TOP 
Swing thru 
Pass to the center, pass thru 
Square thru % around 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Star thru 
Do-sa-do to ocean wave 
RELAY THE TOP 
Right and left thru 
Pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Head couples square thru four hands 
Do-sa-do to ocean wave 
RELAY THE TOP 
Swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
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Head couples swing thru, box the gnat 
Right and left thru 
Star thru, pass thru 
Circle four 
Head gents break to a line 
Star thru, do-sa-do to ocean wave 
RELAY THE TOP 
Square thru % to 
Left allemande 	 
4)1101,000DAMO 
FIGURES 
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan 
Heads square thru 
Centers in and cast off 
All eight circulate 
Cast off % 
All eight circulate 
Boys run 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru and centers in 
Cast off % 
All eight circulate 
Cast off %, ends trade 
Centers frontier whirl 
Cast off 3/4 
All eight circulate 
Cast off % 
Centers square thru % 
Ends trade 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru 
Do-sa-do the outside two 
Make an ocean wave, cast off % 
All eight circulate 
Centers run, all eight circulate 
Bend the line 
Boys pass thru, girls cross fold 
Boys turn back 
Left allemande 	 
Head ladies chain right 
Heads square thru and curlique  
Fan the top 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Boys turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
PROBLEMS, PROBLEMS 
Four ladies chain' 
Four ladies chain across 
Two and three right and left thru 
New side ladies chain 
No. 1 couple face corners 
Box the gnat 
New heads do a half square thru 
Do-sa-do the outside two 
Make an ocean wave, split circulate 
Men run, bend both lines 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
TIDAL WAVE 
As used by Stan Burdick from an idea 
by Bill Volner, Sikeston, Missouri. 
Sides right and left through 
Heads spin the top 
Sides divide and join the wave 
Swing thru 
Turn thru 
Bend the line 
Do-sa-do, another tidal wave 
Cast off 3/. 
Circulate twice 
Face your partner 
Star thru 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Star thru, crosstrail thru 
Allemande left 	 
FIGURES 
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the line In 
Centers square thru 
Ends star thru 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls swing thru, pass thru 
Star thru, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run 
Half tag the line 
Eight circulate (single file) 
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Boys run, right and left thru 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru 
Swing thru, boys run 
Half tag the line 
All eight circulate (single file) 
Boys run, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru 
Boys trade, 
Cast off % (curlique), balance 
All eight circulate, centers trade 
Swing thru, boys run right 
Right and left thru 
Barge thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys trade 
Cast off % 
Spin chain thru, ends circulate double 
Swing thru, boys run 
Spin the top, boys run 
Bend the line 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run 
Bend the line 
Right and left thru 
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run 
Half tag the line right 
Spin the top 
Right and left thru 
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Left spin chain thru 
Boys circulate double 
Girls run, bend the line 
Rollaway, half sashay 
Curlique, boys run 
Box the gnat 
Grand right and left 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Right and left thru 
Ladies lead, Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Left spin chain thru 
Boys circulate double 
Girls run, wheel and deal 
Star thru, crosstrai I thru 
Skip one, left allemande 	 
FIGURES 
by Fred Christopher, St. Petersburg, FL 
Allemande left, allemande thar 
Go right and left, men back up in a star 
Shoot the star promenade the next 
Keep on going, don't slow down 
Heads wheel around, right and left thru 
Slide thru, swing thru 
Spin chain thru 
Boys circulate double 
Spin the top 
Box the gnat, half square thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain 3,4 around 
Heads promenade just V2 way around 
Sides star thru, outsides in 
Cast off %, pass thru, round off 
Double pass thru, first two go left 
Next two go right, pass thru 
Bend the line, spin the top 
Same four square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, separate around one 
Line of four go up and back 
Pass thru, turn back 
Star thru, cloverleaf 
Centers square thru four hands 
Step ahead and stop, 
Others step forward, spin the top 
Turn thru, cloverleaf 
Double pass thru 
First couple go left, next go right 
Slide thru, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads fan the top 
Pass thru, swing thru 
Hook the ends, cast off 
All-C circulate, centers trade 
Centers run, circulate by twos 
Ends run, all eight circulate 
Centers go two 
Swing thru, centers run, bend the line 
Star thru, cloverleaf, substitute 
Centers pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, U-turn back 
Spin the top, pass thru, girls trade 
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Girls fold, peel off, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, outsides in 
Cast off 3/4 
Star thru, those who can spin the top 
Those who can cloverleaf 
Centers turn thru, slide thru 
Half square thru, trade by 
Square thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads swing star thru, split the sides 
Around one make four in line 
Up and back, pass thru 
All turn back, square thru 
Count four hands, centers swing thru 
Pass thru, centers in, cast off % 
Right and left thru, star thru 
Dive thru, substitute 
Centers pass thru, swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal, 
Left allemande 	 
Heads fan the top, swing thru, pass thru 
Spin the top, pass thru, wheel across 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Boys fold, star thru 
Couples circulate 
Bend the line, two ladies chain 
Half square thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads star thru, pass thru, square thru 
You got a line, bend it 
Swing thru, spin the top without a stop 
Spin chain thru, girls circulate double 
Swing thru, boys trade, box the gnat 
Change girls, slide thru 
Square thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads swing star thru 
Then partners trade 
Everybody double pass thru 
Cloverleaf 
Centers swing thru double 
Then pass thru, swing thru 
All eight circulate, boys run 
Partners trade, couples circulate 
Wheel across, then wheel and deal 
Swing thru 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
Heads spin the top, pass thru 
Split the sides, line up four 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls spin the top, pass thru, stop 
Boys step forward, spin the top 
Boys pass thru, centers in, cast off % 
Make new lines, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, substitute 
Centers star thru, U-turn back 
Outside half sashay 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, cast off 3/4 
Make new waves, ends circulate 
Centers trade, spin the top 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Boys pass thru, star thru 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Partner tag, trade by 
Square thru 3 4 
Left allemande 	 
Head two ladies chain 
Heads promenade 3/4, sides pass thru 
Swing thru, girls circulate, boys trade 
Spin the top, right and left thru 
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru 
Centers in, ends fold, cloverleaf 
Centers swing thru, pass thru 
Box the gnat, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
Sides divide behind the heads, star thru 
Heads swing thru, spin the top 
Step ahead and stop 
Sides square thru go full around 
Centers in, cast off 3/4 around 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls swing thru. spin the top 
Pass thru, U-turn back 
Boys square thru, count four hands 
Star thru, boys trade, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Swing thru across then spin the top 
Girls run,couples circulate 
Bend the line, swing thru across then 
Spin the top, boys run 
Couples circulate, boys fold 
Star thru, partner trade 
Slide thru, square Itru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
WHEEL AND WHAT No.1 
Heads swing star thru, circle.up four 
Head men break, two lines of four 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
All face your partner, star thru 
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Centers in, cast off 3/4 
Just the ends star thru 
The others square thru count four 
Spin chain thru the outside two 
Girls circulate double 
Without a stop spin the top 
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru 
Dive thru, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
WHEEL AND WHAT No.2 
Heads square thru four hands 
Circle four, head men break 
Go right and left thru, same ladies chain 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Just the centers partners trade 
Swing thru, all eight circulate 
Girls go double, boys trade 
Spin the top, 
Go right and left thru 
All face your partner, star thru 
Bend the line, slide thru 
Eight chain three 
Left allemande 	 
SIMPLE HASH 
Heads lead right circle to a line 
Pass thru, bend the line 
Ends star thru, pass thru 
Separate, around one, four in line 
Pass thru, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, ends fold, swing thru 
All eight circulate, boys trade 
All eight circulate, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
HEY THERE 
Heads pass thru, separate around one 
Squeeze in, line up four 
Pass thru, ends cross fold 
Square thru four hands you do 
Ends run, ends fold 
Dixie daisy (patter) 
Centers out, ends fold 
Box the gnat, change hands 
Left allemande 	 
JUST FUNNIN' 
Head ladies chain 
Chain em back Dixie style 
Make a wave and rock it 
Pass thru, star thru, slide thru 
Spin chain thru, girls circulate 
Girls fold, peel off, bend the line 
Slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
WHEELIN' 
Heads spin the top, turn thru 
Circle four, head men break, line up 
four 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru 
All turn back to back 
Wheel and deal, boys turn back 
Star thru, wheel and deal 
Star thru, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
WANDERER 
Heads turn thru, separate 
Behind the sides star thru 
Double pass thru, boomerang 
% square thru, trade by 
Star thru, pass thru, wheel across 
Wheel and deal, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Star thru, substitute, 
Centers swing thru, turn thru 
Pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
ROUND OFF EASY 
Side two couples go right and left thru 
Same ladies chain across from you 
One and three half sashay 
Lead out to the right 
Circle four, ladies break, lint up four 
Pass thru, round off 
Girls square thru % around 
Left allemande 	 
FOLD — FOLD 
Head couples go right and left thru 
Same ladies chain 
Same four square thru 
Circle four, make a line 
Pass thru, boys fold, star thru 
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru 
Girls fold, star thru, wheel and deal 
Star thru, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande 	 
SQUARE DANCE magazine W(7—)1 11K- 
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SHOP features original material sub-
mined to the editor. New ideas are 
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creative material and questions to 
11 Willard Oriich, Workshop Editor, 
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SOMEBODY LOVES YOU CLOSE ALL THE HONKY TONKS 
	
Caller: JOHN HENDRON 
	
Caller: RED BATES 
NEW NEW NEW RELEASES 
JK— 117 SNOWBIRD 
	
JK— 119 SANTA CLAUS 
Caller: KEN ANDERSON 
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Box 54 Newtonville N.Y. 12128 
	
DEALERS NOW 
eel PO 0111,1•1 
H.A.T. 204A Caller: DON BELVIN 
H.A.T. 204B Instrumental 
H.A.T. 201 "VVALKIN DREAM" 
H.A.T. 203 "MEMORIES OF MY MIND" 
H.A.T. RECORD COMPANY 
1002 Oak Drive 







NEED A CORDLESS MIKE? 
A GOOD UNIT MODERATELY PRICED—
Model M100 for voice— $159.50 
Model M200 for electric guitar- $169.50 
BOB RUST ENGINEERING 
1073 Hampton Rd. 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32014 
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Start M's left and W's right, walk 3 steps, 
and brush; repeat (all in LOD) 
ROCK FORWARD AND BACK; ROCK 
FORWARD AND BACK; 
GRAPEVINE AWAY,2,3,TOUCH; GRAPE 
VINE IN,2,3, TOUCH; 
Step to the side, behind, side, touch; step 
toward new partner, behind, turn to face 
her, touch (hands in butterfly position). 
Man angles grapevine forward to lady in 
front, woman dances to man behind her 
partner. 
ROLL,2,3, CLAP; REVERSE ROLL,2,3, 
CLAP; 
Roll down line of direction in three steps 
end facing partner with a clap; repeat roll 
toward reverse line of direction. 
Repeat to end of record, and end WALK 
BRUSH, WALK, BRUSH, BOW. 
WHITE CHRISTMAS L Shaw X-91 
Long lines, all facing music, no partners, all 
start on same foot. 
POINT, POINT, STEP, STEP, CLOSE; 
POINT,POINT, STEP, STEP, CLOSE; 
Point L over R, point L to side, step in back 
on L, step R, close; repeat with right foot. 
TWO-STEP;TVVOSTEP;TVVO-STEP;TVVO. 
STEP; 
Four two steps forward: left, right, left,right. 
POINT, POINT, STEP, STEP', CLOSE; 
POINT, POINT, STEP, STEP, CLOSE; 
Repeat beginning of dance. 
TWO-STEP; TWO-STEP; TWO-STEP; TWO-
STEP; 
Use last two two-steps to turn individually,re-
peat dance going in R LOD. 
JINGLE BELLS- Folkraft 1289 
Position: Couples are facing counter-clock-
wise around the circle with the men on the 
inside, and inside hands joined. 
WALK,2,3,4; SLIDE,2,3,4; 
Move forward taking 4 walking steps, turn 
and face partner, hold both hands and do 4 
sliding steps to man's left. 
WALK,2,3,4; SLIDE,2,3,4; 
Repeat above in R LOD. 
STEP-SWING,STEP-SWING; 
STEP-SWING,STEP-SWING; 
Step on left foot and swing right foot a-
cross in front, then step on right foot and 
swing left foot in front, repeat once. 
DOSIDO AND ON TO THE NEXT 
Dosido partner and the men move one to 
their right to face new partner. 
SWING 
One time around with new partner. 
DECK THE HALLS (Schottische) 
L. Shaw X-92 
Open position, hands joined. 
RUN,2,3,HOP; RUN,2,3,HOP; 
STEP-HOP, STEP-HOP; STEP-HOP; STEP- 
HOP; 
Lady goes around man. 
RUN,2,3,HOP; RUN,2,3,HOP; 
STEP-HOP; STEP-HOP; STEP-HOP; STEP- 
HOP; 
Man goes around lady. 
RUN,2,3, HOP; RUN,2,3,HOP; 
STEP-HOP AWAY, STEP—HOP TOGETHER 
STEP-HOP AVVAY,STEP-HOP TOGETHER; 
RUN,2,3,HOP; RUN,2,3,HOP; 
STEP-HOP AWAY; STEP-HOP TOGETHER; 
STEP-HOP AWAY, STEP-HOP TOGETHER; 




THE RED-NOSED REINDEER 
WINTER WONDERLAND 
Top 25112 
Break: Adapt to taste, i.e., Circle, alle- 
mande, grand right and left, promenade, 
swing, etc. 
Figure: 
Head couples lead right 
And there you circle 
Break out-to-a-line, 
Go up and back now 
Do a right and left through 
Turn-the-girl, when you do 
Ladies chain and turn the lady round-- 
Chain 'em back, and you turn 'em - 
Cross trail through, 
And you swing corner 
Promenade that lady fair, 
Go walkin' round that square 
Dancin' in a winter wonderland.  
Grenn 12049 
(Tricky, but fun!) 
Break:(Same — any) 
Figure: 
HEAD couples up and back now 
(Turn) opposite right arm round 
Partner left, all around , then 
Corner by the right arm turn 
Partner left, not too far 
Boys back round, right hand star 
(Allemande thar) 
Back em up right, hold on tight 
Keep on moving round 
Shoot that star (to the next) 
Grand right and left 
Around that ring you go 
(When you) meet that pretty new Christ- 
mas date 
Take-her-by-the-hand, promenade eight 
Promenade just like Rudolph 
Gliding through the pale moonlight 
Walk around that ring, get home 
Dancing on a snowy night. 
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OrOF 
This is a general question about a 
problem we have in our club. I will 
not use 'dines for we do not wish to 
hurt anyone's feelings. 
We have an elderly couple in our 
club. They have never actually finished 
lessons and are very poor dancers. We 
offer help, invite them to lessons, and 
so on. They never sit out a dance and 
prefer to dance together. 
The problem arises because at al-
most every dance, their square will 
break down. We are losing visitors 
and club members. Everyone doesn't 
mind dancing with them occasionally, 
but it can spoil an entire evening if 
you dance too often with them. 
No one wants to hurt them, for 
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they are a lovely couple, but our club 
is small and we cannot afford to lose 
too many dancers. 
Do you have any suggestions on 
what we can do? My husband is the 
caller, and of course, we get the com-
plaints and are expected to come up 
with a solution. 
EDITORS' NOTE: Perhaps the caller 
should have a quiet talk with this cou-
ple, pointing out that there is some 
difficulty, and making a strong point 
of their attendance at a class until 
they have completed their learning of 
the basics. This, of course, requires 
the utmost in tact and understanding 
on the caller's part. 
Another possible solution is to 
steer the couple toward attendance at 
fun-level dances or clubs in the area, 
where they might polish their skills 
and gain some confidence in dancing 
the basics. 
If a couple has as much persever-
ance as this one seems to, they should 
never be discouraged from square dan-
cing activity altogether. Couples who 
appeared hopeless at the completion 
,.. 
scope ceco'c ds 
PRESENTS 
LATEST RELEASE 
SC 540 — CALICO GIRL 
& Mac McCullar 
San Luis Obispo. Calll. 
HoEDOWNS 	- 
SC 303– UPSTART/ LOWDOWN 
SC 306 – ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR/ 
MORE AND MORE 
S Hills 127– UP JUMPED THE DEVIL 
S Hills 148– LONG JOHN/ TURKEY 
IN THE STRAW 
S Hills 170– HIGH GEAR/ OLD MT. 
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of their first series of lessons have of-
ten benefited greatly by repeating the 
lessons, and have become accomplished 
dancers, given the time to progress at 
their own speed, which unfortunately, 
happened to be slower than the aver-
age. 
Perhaps the caller when talking to 
this couple could ask them to define 
the difficulty he has observed, encour- 
aging them to talk about whether or 
not they feel there is a problem, and 
what they think might be done about 
it. In this way, he provides the listen- 
ing ear and helpful suggestions, rather 
than the criticism. 
In this problem is shown one of the 
sides of a caller's job that is difficult 
and demanding, requiring him to be 
a teacher, friend and part-time so-
cial worker, all at once. 
It would seem better for the caller 
to handle this situation than for the 
club president, if the caller has been 
the original teacher and mentor for 
the couple. They are much more apt 
to accept and respect his advice. 
READERS: If you have another so-
lution to this problem, please send it 
to this magazine. This is a problem 
occurring and reoccurring in clubs all 
over the country. Let us know how 
you solved it. 
TOWN-COUNTRY 
PETTICOATS 	• 
OVER 70 YARDS AROUND BOTTOM 
TWO FLOUNCE, PERMANENT FINISH 
NYLON MARQUISETTE 
BLUE 	 HOT PINK 
ORANGE • YELLOW 
41  RAINBOW 	 PINK NAVY 	 ROYAL BLUE 
LILAC RED 
TURQUOISE 	 LIME GREEN 
Solid Colors, plus black & white — $15.95 
(Except Navy — $16.95) 
Multi-Colors (Your choice) — $16.95 
Same Style — 50 yard petticoat 
$1 less than 70-yard 
Send for color samples & combination list 
740 Schoelles Rd. 
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120 
Phone: 633-7095 
FEEDBACK, cont'd from page 23. 
way, wouldn't the catch be a lot 
greater? Possibly the same costumes, 
but with a wee bit less of the whirling 
that exposes odd-shaped frilly derrieres 
and with music we all know and love 
such as Buffalo Gal, Because, Pretty 
Girl, etc., with the caller letting folks 
hear that music while he only prompts 
the figures at a comfortable pace -
and not too complicated figures either. 
Wouldn't the folks be much more im-
pressed and in their minds, have this 
picture, "That looks like a lot of fun, 
and not too hard either. Let's take a 
crack at it." 
Well, folks, that's the other side of 
the recruitment program which may 
if adopted here and there, attract more 
than that'. of 1%, as folks will think 
the bait tasty and try it. 
DON 
STEWART 
Hear him oh Capitol LP's 
SQUARE DANCE USA NOS. 1 & 2 
1971 TOUR TIME STILL OPEN 
MARCH — SOUTHWEST 
APRIL — EAST COAST 
JUNE — UTAH AREA 
FOR INFORMATION OR BOOKINGS: 
12002 E. BEVERLY BLVD. 
WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA 90601 
H I IPLHAT 
Dick Houlton calls 
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aim as aims" 
AC ROSS 
1. Don Belvin's trademark 
4. Figures used in Venus and Mars. 
9. "-time" 
12. Record label, L--- 
13. Worn at S/D man's belt 
14. Fish eggs 
15. Holiday wish for the world 
17. Dancers who do a star thru with 
no hands 
19. Tree juices 
21. Imitate 
22. Pare, ----, bend 
24. "S-- A Little Longer" 
26. Parts of a circle 
30. Elevated railway 
31. ---- the boat 
33. Braid 
34. Dance: to cut a ---
36. Stood up to dance 
38. "Heel and -- Polka" 
39. Special badge for late-night dancing 
41. What callers should not do while 
calling 
43. Square 'em -- 
44. Heads ---- right, circle to a line 
45. A square plus one couple 
46. Eastern Square Steppers Society (abbr.) 
48. What you need in a rowboat 
50. Snare 
52. Beginners did this in class 
56. Brainchildren 
59. Goof 
60. Heads or ---- 
62. --- join hands and circle 
63. Jewel 
64. Meat for barbecue 
65. Needed to unlock the hall  
DOWN 
1. Schottische step: 1,2,3, ---, etc. 
2. "You --- My Sunshine" 
3. To pester in fun 
4. "----ping Easy" 
5. "--peka Polka" 
6. Disappointed sounds 
7. 	 the top 
8. ---- the clutch 
9. "-- You From Dixie?" 
10. Relative of neither 
11. "--- We Have No Bananas" 
16. Lead square dances 
18. Wheel and ----




27. Unwanted rodent 
28. "Supercallfragilistic-explalido---" 
29. Dance movements 
32. Horse food (sing.) 
33. "Bless Your --- Pickin' Heart" 




45. Special refreshment 
47. Say 
49. Insects that live in Hills 
51. Dare 
52. 5/0 scenery during twirls (sing.) 
53. Before 
54. Right --- swing 
55. Lose life 
57. Malt drink 
58. Sly 
61. Note 
LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE 
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1882-  Racket, Key G; RaM, Key F (Hoedowns) 
1881- Lovers Song/ Oh (Round dances) 
1880- Tahitian Holiday, Caller: Bob Fisk* 
1879- Linger Awhile, Caller: Dave Taylor* 
1878-  Please Don't Squeeze My Sharmon, 
Caller: Al Brownlee 
1877- Flippo's Honey Mixer/ Cecelia (R/D) 
BOGAN 
1233-  Good Deal Lucille, Caller: Jerry Thole" 
1232- Honey, Caller: Glenn Zeno* 
1231- Two Tim in' Blues, George Leverett* 
1230- Wreck of the '97, Keith Thomsen* 
LORE 
1120- When the Saints Go Marching, J. Creel* 
1119-  Pistol Packin Mama, Dick Duckham* 
1118- Wish Upon a Star, Caller: Jack Cloe* 
SWINGING SQUARE 
2353- Pocket Full of Dreams, Caller: Gene Pearson 
2352- Four Leaf Clover, Caller: Harry Tucciarone• 
2351-- Smoke On The Water, Caller: Gene Pearson' 
ROCK IN A 
1349- My Love, Caller: Earl Wright* 
1348- Let the Rest of the World Go By, P.Childers* 
1347- Deed I Do, Caller: J.P. Jett* 
CHRISTMAS RECORDS 
1858- Christmas Square, Dick Bayer, Blue Star. 
1637- Jingle Bells, Andy Andrus, Blue Star' 
A053- All I Want for Xmas, B. Peterson, Lore* 
1054- Winter Wonderland, Bob Augustin, Lore* 
• Flqa Instrumentals 
Merrbach Record Service 
P.O. Box 7308 Houston. Texas 
VIE 
ROUND DANCES 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE— Grenn 14140 
Choreography by Bill & Irene Morrison 
Good music and "quite a different" 
strong intermediate two step routine. 
HUM A WALTZ— Grenn 14140 
Choreography by Es & Joe Turner 
Good music and a good intermediate 
waltz routine, a repress of an old favor-
ite. 
ROCKABYE— MacGregor 5014 
Choreography by Opal & Joe Cohen 
"Dixie Melody" music and an interes-
ting intermediate two step. 
MERRY WIDOW WALTZ— MacGregor 5014 
Familiar tune and a very easy waltz 
routine. 
THE LOVERS SONG— Belco 241 
Choreography by C.O. & Chris Guest 
Pleasant music and a good easy in-
termediate two step with all basic 
steps. 
LAZY POLKA — Belco 241 
Choreography by Art & Evelyn Johnson 
Good music and a good easy lazy pol-
ka routine. 
TEN GUITARS— Parrott 40011 
Choreography by Ray & Joy Bloom 
Vocal by Engelbert Humperdinck, good 
music and a flowing intermediate two 
step. 
WINTER LOVE— Parrott 40044 
Choreography by Barbara & Ted May 
Engelbert's "Winter World Of Love," 
good music and an interesting three-
part intermediate two step. 
THREE LITTLE WORDS— Parrott 40032 
Choreography by Fred & Ann Rodel 
Easy intermediate two step to Engel-
bert's vocal, flip of Bicycle Waltz. 
FLIPPO'S HONEY MIXER—Blue Star 1877 
Choreography by Marshall Flippo 
Easy 16 measure two step mixer with 
good "Honey" music. 
CECELIA— Blue Star 1877 
Choreography by Joe & Ann Roehling 
Like footwork throughout, varsouvi-
anna with a schottishce, easy interme-
diate. 
MR. WONDERFUL— Hoctor 1660 
Choreography by Lou & Mary Lucius 
Smooth dance music, flowing three-
part intermediate two step. 
CALLING MARY NAMES— RCA 47-9182 
Choreography by Dan & Emma Lou Risley 
Eddy Arnold vocal, good music and a 
flowing intermediate two step. 
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RECORD REVIEWS, cont'd. 
ask for anything more? FIGURE: One and 
three square thru four hands, do-sa-do the 
outside two, spin cnain thru, all eignt circu-
late, boys trade, boys run right, wheel and 
deal. pass thru, corner swing, promenade. 
VACCINATION FOR THE BLUES— Long-
horn 185, Caller: Bob Bennett 
A very good recording that will sell. The 
music is on the same order as Kalox's Cali-
fornia Blues which also was a fine record. 
FIGURE: Head ladies chain 'across, heads 
right and left thru, same two do-sa-do, spin 
the top, turn thru, left allemande, your own 
do-sa-do, swing corner, promenade. 
A WORLD OF OUR OWN—MacGregor 2080 
Caller: Mort Simpson 
Wagon Wheel make a record with the same 
tune a couple of years back but it never got 
off the ground. This is a better effort. Music 
is good, dance is good, and the nice tune 
should sell it. Originally, this was a pop by 
the Seekers. You'll like It. FIGURE: Heads 
up and back, square thru four hands, swing 
thru with the outside two, spin the top, 
boys trade, girls trade, slide thru, right and 
left thru, eight chain five, pull by, alle-
mande left, come back and promeande. 
TRAVEL ON-- Grenn 12122 
Caller: Ron Schneider 
Same instrumental music came out a few 
years back on the Top label. In doing it over, 
they have put a dance to it that is absolute-
ly great. This is probably the best dance in 
this month's review. Our dancers loved it. 
FIGURE: Head couples square thru four 
hands, corner do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run 
right, tag the line, turn right, wheel and deal, 
turn thru to the corner, left allemande, 
come home and swing and promenade. 
TWO TIMIN' BLUES— Bogan 1231 
Caller: George Leverett 
The tune was done before on Longhorn 138 
and was called by Bill Peters. On this record, 
the break is exactly the same as on Peters' re-
cord, and we would bet that the choreogra-
pher had the Longhorn record at his elbow 
when he went to such a great effort in mak-
ing up the dance. The figure is different and 
very good, so altogether it is a good record-
ing. FIGURE: Four ladies chain three quar-
ters, chain them straight across, heads square 
thru four hands, with the sides spin chain 
thru, girls turn back, couples circulate, keep 
moving and promenade home. 
WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN—
Lore 1120, Caller: Johnny Creel 
The music is the same as the original version 
put out on Blue Star with Andy Andrus cal-
ling. In fact, the break is the same. The fig-
ure is different. This Saints has always been 
a constant seller and is one of the alltime 
greats, so the same music with an updated 
figure should be a good selling record. When 
this Blue Star band goes into Dixieland mu-
sic, it really goes into Dixieland — great! 
FIGURE: One and three promenade half 
way, down the middle, right and left thru, 
star thru, do-sa-do, square thru three hands, 
allemande the corner, do-sa-do your own, 
swing the corner and promenade. 
MY LOVE— Rocking A 1349 
Caller: Earl Wright 
Good record with good music, nice tune 
and an alternate figure with a Hinge and 
48 
Trade. The figure on the record is also good. 
FIGURE: One and three star thru, square 
thru three hands, sashay thru, wheel and 
deal, dive thru, square thru three quarters, 
swing corner, do-sa-do at home, promenade. 
MISSISSIPPI— Wagon Wheel 603 
Caller: Ken Bowers 
Not one of Ken's best records, and about 
all we can say good about it is that the mu-
sic is danceable. Dancers with ten lessons 
should do well dancing this one, so it could 
be used for class work. FIGURE: One and 
three promenade half way, right and left 
thru, do-sa-do, face corner, swing, left alle-
mande, weave the ring, do-sa-do and prome-
nade. 
PLEASE DON'T SQUEEZE MY CHARMON 
Blue Star 1878, Caller: Al Brownlee 
The music is good. With the exception of a 
Grand sashay in the break which gives the 
caller a chance to talk, the dance is corn-
place. The record is made of vinyl, not toi-
let paper. FIGURE: Allemande corner, do-
sa-do your own, men star by the left three 
quarters, star promenade your corner, men 
back out a full turn, circle left, allemande 
the corner, grand right and left, promenade. 
OLD COWHAND— Top 25219 
Caller: Chip Hendrickson 
The music is OK, but some callers will feel 
that it is pitched a little high for comfor-
table calling. The dance is a little wordy so 
it could be difficult to call. The dance is 
fine. FIGURE: Head ladies chain, heads 
promenade outside, into the middle and do-
sa-do, spin the top, turn by the right, left 
allemande, dos-a-do, swing corner, promeno. 
THE GREATEST— Windsor 4955 
Caller: Larry Jack 
Same music as Windsor 4858 Number One 
Dancer,' as called by Don Stewart. Windsor 
4858 never did get off the ground, but we 
think that this one will go over real well. 
The music was done by Frankie Messina on 
the original and even if they call the band 
on the new record "The Windsors" we know 
that it is the same music. As in this case, 
when the dance is a better product than the 
original, we do not blame the label at all for 
utilizing good music and producing another 
record with the same music, which will sell 
and probably take the label off the hook for 
the money put into the original recording. 
We do hate to see a label trying to delibe• 
rately fool the public by calling it by a new 
name in order to sell. So let us say to the 
labels, "Boys, we don't mind your summer 
re-runs, if you are giving us something that 
is better, but don't try to play us for suckers 
and think you are pulling a fast one on us." 
Well, anyway, this one turned out good and 
is now a new dance. FIGURE: Four ladies 
chain across, heads star thru, California 
twirl, right and left thru with the outside 
two, dive thru, double pass thru, cloverleaf, 
square thru three quarters, swing corner 
and promenade. 
KANSAS CITY SONG— Bogan 1234 
Caller: Lem Gravelle 
Good music, good dance but very fast —it 
really moves. FIGURE: Heads promenade 
three quarters, sides right and left thru, 
swing thru, turn thru, do-sa-do the outside 
two, ocean wave, swing thru and boys trade, 
swing this girl and promenade. 
ALMOST LIKE— Windsor 4953 
Caller: John Butler 
Neither the tune nor the music is very ins-
piring but the dance is good. Windsor already 
made this once without success. You don't 
have to stay home and watch TV to get sum-
mer re-runs. The square dance labels will 
take care of it for you. FIGURE: One and 
three square thru four hands, face the out-
side two, sashay thru, wheel and deal, face 
that two, swing thru, girls trade, corner 
swing, left allemande new corner, come 
home and do-sa-do, promenade. 
GOOD DEAL LUCILLE-- Bogan 1233 
Caller:•Jerry Thole 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain three quarters, 
head ladies chain across, one and three star 
thru, California twirl, corner do-sa-do, star 
thru, ladies lead in a Dixie style ocean 
wave, boys do a U-turn back, promenade, 
LINGER AWHILE— Blue Star 1879 
Calder: Dave Taylor 
Not one of Dave's better records. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru four hands, do-sa-do with 
the outside two, swing thru, spin the top, 
right and left thru, star thru and dive thru, 
square thru three hands, swing corner and 
promenade. 
B & R DANCERS POLL 
Phoenix, Arizona 
1. Good Deal Lucille — Top 25218 
2. I'm In Love With You— HiHat 396 
3. Heart Over Mind— Kalox 1110 
4. Down and Out— Windsor 4952 
Diamond Bar Quadrille—Windsor 
4951 
How Sweet It Is— MacGregor 2078 
5. Nobody Knows But Me— Longhorn 
184 
6. Nothing Could Be Finer— Jay Bar 
Kay 113 
Mississippi— Wagon Wheel 603. 
BUCKEYE POLL 
1. Folsom Prison Blues 
2. Birth Of The Blues 
3. Love For The Two Of Us 
4. Shenandoah Waltz 
5. High Society 
6. Pillow Talk 
7. It All Depends On You 
8. Tango Bongo 
9. Dancing Shadows 
10. In My Dreams, My Shadow, and 
April (tied) 
B. & S. 	Billy and Sue Miller 
SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 
PHONE: (812) 843-2491 
The shoe most square 
dancers wear. y," heel 
with elastic binding 
around shoe. Strap 
across instep. 
Black and White $7.95 
Yellow, Pink 
and Orange 	L95 
Silver and Gold 	9.95 
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med. 






BADGES THAT SAY HELLO— Any 
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock. 
Can copy any design or motif, or de-
sign a new badge for you. Send in 
sketch for free club samples. 
Write for new free goofy and fun quali-
fying badge booklets. Fun qualifying 
badges std. $1.00; deluxe $1.25. 
New and used sound equipment— all 
makes and power sizes, featuring Bo-
gen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes: 
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure; 
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony 
tape recorders. Recording Tape Audio-
Sony- Reel- Cartridge- Cassette. 
Other equipment: sound columns, mo-
nitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" re-
cord envelopes: clear plastic & green 
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors. 
S/D Boosters Bumper Strips, auto an-
tenna Flags, Decals, License Plates. 
PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICES 
BOB ROTTMANN 
11041 So. Tolman Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 
Beverly 3-5527 or 233-5527 
Stretch Pants - Cotton 
medium and knee length. 
9 rows of Ph" lace 
on knee length and 8 
rows on medium length. 
White, black, pink, yel. 
low, orange, blue, red 
and multicolor. 
Size S—M—L— XL 
$5.99 ca. 2 Pr. $11.00 
IN Plus 35e postage 







THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIKE I 347 
pages) The most complete caller textbook 
ever written. Ideal training guide for new 
or student callers - or for those who may 
be wondering what it's like "On The Other 
Side of the Mike." Order from Bill Peters, 
5046 Amondo Dr., San Jose, Cal. 95129. 
($12.50 ppd.) 
AFTER PARTY FUN, $2.50 plus 15t 
mailing. Contains two books combined 
into one, with new material that will put 
lite into your club or festival. Edited by 
the man who originated after party fun 
at dances and festivals. Order from Ray 
Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148. 
CHALLENGE - HIGH LEVEL CLUB DAN-
CING, by Jim Surack, Pocket size handbook, 
Contains the new Experimental 50 basics and 
approximately 100 more of the calls that are 
basic to high level club and challenge dancing. 
Introductory price only $1.00 for a limited 
time from JIMCO, 6210 S. Webster, Fort 
Wayne, Indiana 46807. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BA-
SICS, 164 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week 
dancer proven basic course, dance positions, 
R/D terminology, mixers, basic styling hints 
and helps on tea 4,i,•g: Order from: Frank 




BY WILL ORLICH 
SET UP AND GET OUT- A manual to help 
callers create original choreography with in-
finite variations. $6.00 postpaid. 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS- An all 
time reference book of the great gimmick 
figures of yesteryear and today - chains 
prowls, odd-size sets. It you can...etc. $5.00 
ppd. 
Order from: Will Orlich, P.O. Box 8577, 
Bradenton, Fla. 33505. 
2 	 ;•*. • : • II 	la 	• IN • 	 • 
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OHIO— 11th Annual Snow Festival, 
KC Hall, 205 Glenmount Hall, Akron, 
Dec. 6, with Phyl & Frank Lehnert. 
Write Bill Filbert, 443 Swank Dr., 
Tallmadge, Ohio 44248. 
PENNSYLVANIA— R/D Special, Dec. 
13, Spring Gulch Barn, New Holland, 
with Tom & Lillian Bradt. Write Pete 
Kaiser at the Barn for details. 
NEW YORK— Come to the Fair at the 
Coliseum, New York City, Dec. 26-
Jan. 3. Call Harry Lazar, 6426 Alder-
ton St., Rego Park, N.Y. (212-459-
3923) if you're in the area— compli-
mentary tickets are available for par-
ticipating dancers. 
ILLINOIS— 3rd Annual Holiday Ca-
pers, Dec. 27, sponsored by the Chica-
goland R/D Leaders Society at Shib-
bona Park, 6935 W. Addison St. Chi-
cago. Harold and Marie Loess are 
ch airmen. 
OHIO— 10th Annyule Snowball, Dec. 
2F. Toledo, with the Lehnerts and the 
Coy • teaching rounds; also 4th Annual 
Snowflake, Dec. 29, in Toledo, same 
leaders. Write Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 
109th St. Toledo, 0. 43611 for info. 
LOUISIANA— The La. S/D Assoc. 
viii held its 2nd Annual S/D Conven-
tion in Alexandria, Jan. 9 at the Rapt-
des Parish Coliseum. The events•in-
clude opening coffee, fashion show, 
panels, workshops and Grand March 






MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION 
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" 
(SIO Label) Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
Write to: Bob Ruff, 8459 Edmaru, Whittier, 
California 90605 for descriptive literature. 
11/11 Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS — Colorful and 
eyecatching seals on your correspondence 
are an invitation to square dancing. Order 
from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, 
Tenn. 38118. Samples on reqtiest. One 
sheet (50)— 50i; Three sheets (150)— $1; 
Ten sheets— $3; Twenty — $5.00; Special 






PO. BOX 16 
BATH OHIO 
MISSOURI 
WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
124 W LOCKWOOD 
ST LOUIS 63119 
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PROMENADE'S DO IT YOURSELF FASH-
ION BOOK, 50i, Easy to follow instructions. 
You, too, can have a beautiful wardrobe 
made entirely by yourself. 
ORDER FROM: Paul Plehn, 534 Maple 
Blvd., Monroe, Michigan 48161. 
Rounders, hosts for this year, are 
planning a pre-convention dance the 
evening before. Write Dick & Lois 
Currie, 833 S. Burgess Drive, Baton 
Rouge, La. 70815. 
KANSAS— The Hays Petticoat Pop-
pers Snow Festival will be Jan. 15-16, 
St. Anthony Hospital Annex in Hays. 
Francis Zeller will be emcee, sharing 
the mike with well-known area callers. 
Rounds will be taught by Loren & He-
len Detwiller. Write Roy Schmidtber-
ger, Box 802, Hays, Ks. 67601. 
ARIZONA— 23rd Annual S&R/D Fes-
tival, Tucson, Jan. 15-17, at Canyon 
Del Oro High School, with Dave Taylor, 
Ken Bower, Ben & Vivian Highburger. 
Write Bill & Dorothy Dotson, 738 
West Kelso, Tucson, Ariz. 85705. 
KENTUCKY— Square Dance Week-
end, Jan. 22-24, Village Inn, Gilberts-
ville, Ky. staffed by Louis Calhoun 
and Jack & Lee Ervin. For info and 
reservations, write Ky. Dam Village 
State Resort Park, Gilbertsville. 
• • • 
SQUARE DANCE WEEK 
IN CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
The Central Michigan S/D Associa-
tion consists of six adult clubs and one 
Youth club. 
During Square Dance Week, Sept. 7 
to 12, each club held a dance on one 
night. There were dances on the local 
TV channel, spot announcements on 
radio, proclamations by the mayors of 
area towns and newspaper articles. Die-
hard badges and badges for dancing all 
six nights were earned. A grand total 
of 300 dancers and 24 callers partici-
pated in the week's festivities. 
Officers of the association are Nor-
man Fox, president; Mervin Church, 
vice-president; Don Gates, secretary, 




Guy Gentry, often called the Fa-
ther of the Oklahoma Federation, 
passed away on October 31. His efforts 
in organizing and developing the Fede-
ration are legendary, from the days 
when he wrote down figures at a Colo-
rado dance and brought them home to 
form the V Square Dance Club, later 
expanding this club's dance into a 
state-wide festival. His activities as 
caller, teacher, officer, committeeman, 
square dance camp director will long 
be remembered by the Oklahoma dan- 
cers. 	Chet Ferguson 
FAR WESTERN S/D CONVENTION 
The Far Western Square Dance Con-
vention is scheduled for the Memorial 
Coliseum, Portland, Oregon on July 13-
15, 1972. Avis Robertson, chairman 
of teen activities, is hoping to have a 
teen motel headquarters and many 
special activities for the teens. She 
would like to hear from teens in the 
western states who might be attending. 
Write her at Rte. 1, Box 283, Sheri-
dan, Oregon, 97378. 
20TH NATIONAL CONVENTION 
New Orleans continues to break all 
records for advanced registration. As 
of October 5, more than 4000 dancers 
were registered, including 200 callers 
and the largest number of teachers and 
round dance leaders ever registered at 
such an early date. 
Forty-four states and two foreign 
countries are represented. Contrary to 
past registrations, those who know 
New Orleans best, the local dancers, 
have registered in advance in record 
numbers. 
There are still plenty of desirable 
accomodations available, since the com-
mittee has obtained 200 more rooms. 
The camping and trailer facilities will 
accomodate more than 1000 units. 
Dot & Dusty Rhodes 
TUCSON'S NEW S & R/D CENTER 
The foundations for the new Square 
and Round Dance Center have been 
poured. The building will hold 28 
squares for dancing, and will contain 
a kitchen, committee room, storage 
room, and restrooms. The cost is be-
ing met with all kinds of fund-raising 
projects: barbecues, rummage sales, 
raffles, bake sales, donations, dances, 
bazaars, etc. One traveling caller made 
a sizable donation, and the members 
of the Old Pueblo S/D Association are 
donating labor and skill. Our biggest 
fund raiser is the annual Festival the 
third week in January (see Events.) 
The building will be slump block 
with hard wood floors laid in 12x12 
squares, with ample parking space for 
all dancers. 	Leonard Watson 
DANCING IN NEW ZEALAND 
In 1965, there were two active 
clubs in the Christchurch, New Zeal-
and area. Now the movement has 
built to 32 clubs with eighteen callers 
and a steady annual growth .  
Annual conventions are now held, 
with occasional bus or car loads of 
dancers traveling to Dunedin, West 
Coast, •Hastings, Auchland and Nelson 
to visit other clubs. There is a summer 
camp from December 27 to January 3, 
featuring dancing and a callers' clinic, 
at Lincoln College, about thirteen miles 
from Christchurch. A bulletin is also 
published which gives news of New 
Zealand square dancing. Future plans 
for area dancers include a tour to West 
Australia in 1971, Hawaii and West 
Coast in 1973 and Japan in 1975. 
Art & Blanche Shepherd 
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INDEX — January to December 1970 
Advisory Board Members 	 January, p. 13 
After Party Fun; Ray Smith 	 April, p. 16 
Alaska, The Great Land 	 May, p. 26 
A Stitch In Time Saves Nine 	 November, p. 13 
Bag Of Gold; Clarence G. Scholtz 	 December, p. 10 
Balancing The Scale 	 January, p. 11 
Basic Cue Wrlteup vs. Present Format 	 October, p. 21 
Board Report: Improving Square Dancing 	 January, p. 15 
BOOKSHELF; Myrtis Litman 
Choreography Gimmicks; Willard Orllch 	 January, p. 	43 
Caller/ Teacher Manual; Bob Osgood February, p.43 
Square Dancemanship; Madeline Allen 	 March, p. 47 
Shredded Hash; Lloyd Litman 	 April, p. 53 
Keys To S/D Calling; 0, Bell & B. Dawson 	 May, p. 49 
After Party Fun; Ray Smith 	 June, p.49 
Square Dancing— Sight Calling and Teaching Made Easy; L. Brockett July, p. 41 
Set-Up And Get-Out; Willard Orlich 	 August, p. 47 
Round Dance Basics; Penny Crispino September, p. 47 
Other Side Of The Mike; Bill Peters 	 October, p. 47 
World-Wide Games Catalog, 1970 November, p. 47 
Challenge; Jim Surack 	 December, p. 55 
Building A Floor; John Winton December, p. 17 
Caller-Club Relations; Tom Rees 	 October, p. 16 
Calling Is A Family Affair: Osa Mathews & Dorothy Ganger 	 July, p. 17 
Charity Squares 	 March, p. 17 
Coast To Coast Cooperation 	 November, p. 14 
Contras, Perpetually Appropriate; Ed Moody 	 September, p. 15 
Country Music Hall of Fame; Carl H. Giles May, p. 19 
Dancing and Religion; Paul S. Burdick 	 May, p. 20 
Dancing At Granite Hill; Charles L. Lott April, p. 12 
Famous Sayings From Familiar Faces 	 October, p. 26 
FASHIONS 
Knitted Cape Pattern 	 February, p. 39 
Brush-Up Stole 	 April, p. 48 
Stretch Pettipants 	 May, p. 28 
FEEDBACK 
By Pat & Louise Kimbley 	 January, p. 39 
By Harold Bausch 	 March, p. 46 
By Buck Fish 	 May, p. 17 
By Dick & Esther Rowland 	 May. p. 17 
By Ted Sannella 	 June, p. 25 
By Mr. & Mrs. Russ Moorhouse 	 September, p. 25 
By Ed Foote, Al Golding & Lester Keddy 	 November, p. 21 
By Ed Moody 	 December, p. 23 
Folk Dance Facts; Murray Sherman 	 March, p. 12 
Footloose Mother Goose 	 March. p. 26 
For Designing Women; Jeanette Therriault 	 July, p. 13 
Fun Squared; Myrtis Litman 	 June, p. 26 
Green Pastures In Green Country; Willie Harlan 	 Octoberp. 19 
Handy Guide To Club Member Performance September, p. 26 
Happiness is —; Lil May 	 July, p. 9 
Here He Is 	 February, p. 19 
How Are Records Made?; Hugh Macey 	 October, p. 19 
How's Your Choreography I.Q.? 	 November, p. 26 
Importance Of The First Nighter; Allen Tipton 	 September, p. 9 
Is Your Halo On Straight?; Lib Eddy 	 December, p. 12 
It Seems To Me; Vaughn Parrish 	 March, p. 9 
Kaleidoscope 	 June, p. 12 
Keeping Dancers Happy; Betty & Clancy Mueller 	 August, p. 17 
LADIES CHOICE 
Petticoat Pattern 	 June, p. 28 
Tips, Tribute to Caller's Wife 	 July, p. 25 
Crocheted Cape 	 August, p. 30 
Dress and Accessory Sketch 	 September, p. 22 
October Almanac 	 October, p. 30 
Memories Of A Traveling Caller; Les Gotcher 	 March, p. 18 
Music Hath Charm; Bill Peters 	 August, p. 9 
Nineteenth National S/D Convention 	 February, p. 21 
Nineteenth National S/D Convention March, p. 20 
Old Mother Hubbard; Barbara Smith 	 December, p. 24 
Old-New Figures; Larry Brockett 	 January, p. 19 
One Giant Step 	 January, p. 9 
Pertaining To People • 	 September, p. 12 
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Place of Round Dancing in Square Dancing 
Pretend 
Problems of Round Dancing; Maurice & Lois Siebert 
Profile Of A Square Dance Club; Jack Wentworth 
ROM; Harry & Docile Cliff 
Round And Round; Bill & Eve Arrowood 
Round Dance Report 
Round Dance Roundup; Jack & Ginny Carver 
Round Dance Styling; Wayne & Karen Irwin 
Round Dance Styling 
Ruffles & Roses 
Showcase For Square Dancers; Marvin Labahn 
Silver Spurs Tour 
Spinoff 
Square Dance Image; Mo Heintz 
Square Dance Limericks; Barbara Smith 
Square Dancers Behind The Wheel 
Squared Circle; Frank Lehnert 
SQUARE LINE 
Why Do I Have To Dance With Teenagers 
Are Club Board Members Becoming Dictators 
Can Dancing Help Mentally Disturbed Children 
Drinking Dancers 
How Binding Should Club-Caller Contracts Be 
Should Beginners Ever Be Taught By A Non-Caller 
Why Do So Many Dancers Drop Out 
One Club's Problem 
Success Story; Myrtis Litman 
Teach Em Right, Treat Em Richt; K. Oppenlander & D. Burkholder 
Ten Traits Of A Teacher 
The Ability To Square Dance; Clarence Greene 
The Square; Anthony Tyre!! 
Those Fan Clubs 
Three M's Of Square Dancing; Doug & Joan George 
To Cue Or Not To Cue; Ev & Amy Kuhn 
Tribute To Rosebuds; Clarence G. Scholtz 
Triumph Of Standardization 
Twenty-One Years Of Memories; Clyde V. Jones 
Wagon master 
What Does The Future Hold; Clarence G. Scholtz 
What's In A Name; Ed Moody 
What's In A Name 
What's Next? 
What Is A Caller 
What Is A Caller's Service Worth; Ed Ross Smith 
What Is A Square Dancer 
Why Square Dance; Warren Quates 
You're Invited (Vacation Listing) 
December, p. 20 
April, p. 32 
April, p. 39 
May, p. 9 
March, p. 14 
February, p. 15 
September, p. 19 
June, p. 17 
July, p. 15 
November, p. 19 
July, p. 22 
July, p. 18 
November, p. 44 
December, p. 15 
September, p. 17 
August, p. 22 
August, p. 19 
May, p. 12 
March, p. 25 
May, p. 48 
June, p. 41 
August, p. 39 
September, p. 43 
October, p. 40 
November, p. 24 
December, p. 44 
March, p. 23 
April, p. 9 
May, p. 14 
November, p. 17 
November, p. 9 
February, p. 9 
August, p. 14 
January, p. 45 
January, p. 17 
August, p. 26 
October, p. 12. 
June, p. 15 
April, p. 19 
February, p. 11 
June, p. 20 
June, p. 9 
December, p. 31 
November, p. 15 
December, p. 31 
February, p. 24 
April, p. 21 
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CHALLENGE 
by Jim Surack (1970) 
THE CURRENTLY POPULAR CALLS OF MODERN CHALLENGE DANCING 
This is a pocket size reference book-
let containing the explanation for 140 
calls currently in use in challenge dan-
cing. Most of the 140 calls are over and 
above the "basic" basics that the dan-
cers learn in classes. It is designed ex-
pressly for the "go-go-go" dancer who 
really feels that he needs challenge 
dancing in order to enjoy himself. The 
author has devised a system which will 
help these go-go dancers gain experi-
ence with these challenge calls until 
they are skilled and confident of them-
selves. The book approaches challenge 
(lancing logically and without damag-
ing the existing clubs that are so vital 
to the square dance activity. 
The method used helps the dancer 
determine, as accurately as possible, 
what calls he must know, and lays out 
a plan to gain the experience needed 
to enable him to join the higher level 
clubs. This plan includes a study of the 
14Q calls, seeking the advice of a friend 
or acquaintance successfully dancing  
in the most challenging clubs, visiting 
clubs that will gradually progress him 
up the ladder, requesting callers to call 
the particular figures he needs experi-
ence in, and ttencing workshops. 
The 140 calls are listed in alphabeti-
cal order from Acey Deucy to Zig and 
Zag. There is a space beside each call 
to be marked in according to instruc-
tions, which will enable the dancer to 
tell at a glance what calls he has learned 
well and which ones he needs more ex-
perience in. 
It is encouraging to know that 
square dancing has matured to the 
point where a plan such as this can be 
devised enabling dancers to seek their 
own level of capabilities without harm-
ing existing clubs. 
ORDER FROM: 
Jim Surack 
6210 South Webster 
Fort Wayne, Indiana 
NEW! YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS 
Allow 2 weeks for delivery. 	 FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS 
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS 
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface 
MINIMUM ORDER 10 
LESS THAN 100-2k EACH • 100 OR MORE 20c EACH 
The decal has a white background, the clackers and outsic. 
lines are blue, the word square dance is red. The club name 
and city and state is in regular gold leaf. These are the only 
colors available at this tirne. 
JD RT 1H 	 "Send for free catalogue on badges, stickers, accessories, etc." 
0:1148131. kill  Kari  Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 61820 
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43003 INSTANT SQUARE DANCING 
F AM 1 
	
	QUARES 	FOR BEGINNERS $3.98 
461°' v  .. ,. 	' 	 Paul Hartman teaches: 
Series C 
Music Introduction 
The Wrong Way 
Clap Hands 
Please Come Home 
Military Style 
Look At You Now 
Be Careful 
New Partners All 
Pass Right By 
This And That 
4.• 
SQUARE DANCES — $3.98 
12 Teaching Dances 
Paul Moore teaches: 
Series A 
It's American Man 
Star Bound 
Easy Like ABC 
Swing Happy 
What Do I Care 
Kingston Chain 
Double Orbit 
Turn Back To Swanee 
Tom Tom Twister 
Please Stay Home 
Ragtime Shuffle 
All Over The World 
43001 NORTH AMERICAN 
43002 PROGRESSIVE TEACHING ALBUM 	— $3.98 
12 Teaching Dances 
Dick Jones teaches: 
Series B 
Let's Dance 
From Me To You 
Heads And Sides 
I Like Mtn. Music 
Promenade Inside 




Good Old Summertime 
Roundup 
Banjo Ball 
HAVE THEM DANCING AT ONCE 
WITHOUT A LOT OF EXPLANATION 
LEARN 
SQUARE 











DL 79052 (SE) 
AND MORE ALBUMS---- 
LEARN 
SQUARE DANCING 
with ED GILMORE 
Instruction Groups 1-4, 
Practice Dances: (Turkey in 
the Straw - Fiddler Bill - Pig 
Town Fling - Nellie Bly) -
Follow the Leader (Little 
Bald-Faced Horse) - Oh John. 
ray, Oh Johnny, Oh! - Ends 
Turn In (Let 'Er Go Gallag- 
her) 	Comin' Round the 
Mountain. 
SQUARE DANCE PARTY 
Ed Gilmore. Fiddle Faddle 
(Sally Gooden) - Old Fash-
ioned Girl (I Want a Girl) -
Back Away (Walkin' On 
Down) - Indiana - Between 
Those Ladies (Little Bald-
Faced Horse) - Oh, Lady Be 
Good! - Lazy "H" (Square 
Dance Gals) - Open Up Your 
Heart - Starline (The Gal I 
Left Behind Me) - Little Girl 
Medley (My Little Girl) -
Pick Up Your Corner (Buf-
falo Gals) - Comin' Round 
the Mountain. 
4019 MODERN MUSIC FOR SQUARE 
DANCE — Slim Jackson Orchestra 
(No Calls) — $5.00 
(Instructions included) 
Pass Me By 
Arkansas Traveler 
It's Been A Long Long Time 
Make An Arch (Lucy Long) 
Kingston Town (Jamaica Farewell) 
Hey Look Me Over 
On The Trail Of The Lonesome Pine 
Divide The Ring (Chinese Breakdown) 
Alabama Jubilee 
Up The Lazy River 
Hurry Hurry 
Melodie D'Amour 
"Chicago's Friendliest Record Store' 
1614 NORTH PULASKI RD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
A/C 312 227 1072 	OPEN MON. 8 THURS. EVE. 
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CARTOON POSTERS AS SHOWN 
IN CENTER OF OUR JUNE, '69 
ISSUE—SIZE 11x17;' ALL 8-55. 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
EI  
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP S2.00, Mo-
dern progressive lines, circles and squares. 
Contras to please today's dancers. 
SPLIT—YER—SIDES (150 cartoons) $1.50 
ppd. Miles of smiles for dancers and callers. 
Reprints from New England Caller and 
SQUARE DANCE. 
90/10 Badge Identification for callers who 
will cater to 90% of floor at all times, 50t 
SING—ALONG CALLS (30 pages) $2.00 
Adaptations of popular recordings for easy 
level dancing. 
CALLERS CLINIC $5.00. 60 pages of caller 
class material, much choreography, examples 
and systems for callers at any stage. 
ORDER FROM THIS P 0 BOX 788 
MAGAZINE 
	
SANDUSKY, OH I 
44870 
5pLIT-YER-SDES* 
FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
50 EXPERIMENTAL 
BASICS, S3.00 ppd. 
by Will Orlich. NOW 
a guide to the best 
basics beyond the 75 
basic plateau for ad-
vanced club level 
use. A MUST BUY 
for TODAY's leader. 
STILL AVAILABLE--DANCER CUTOUTS 
ON CARDBOARD FOR DECORATING 





More than 100 newest 
cartoons for all ages. 
S2.00 postpaid 
SPECIAL REPRINTS 
Almost double size 
reprirvt, of covers of 
Oct. '69, Jan. '70, & 
May, '70 (Alaska), 
others, plus ppg.26 
&.27 cartoon feature 
of Mar. '70 	ea, 
SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS 
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FOUR GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING 
FUN FEST SWAP SHOP REBEL ROUNDUP 
ACCENT ON ROUNDS w/SOUARES 
FALL 1970 & SPRING 1971 
Write Fontana Village Resort 
Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733 
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING 
FLORIDA 
CHEZ BEA for square and 
round dancing CREATIONS 
650 N.E. 128 St. (759 8131) 
N. Miami, Fla. 33161 
INDIANA 
ALLEMANDE SHOP (219-663-2476) 
250 North Main St. 
Crown Point, Ind. 46307 





Detroit, Mich. 48209 
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes 
I 
OHIO 
Hergatt's Western Shop 
50 N. Linwood Ave. 




11757 U.S. 42 
Sharonville, Ohio 45241 
Records available, too! 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Cassidy's Presque Isle Trailer Park 
Ed & Marea's Western Wear & Records 
317 Peninsula Dr. on Rte. 832 
Erie, Pa. 16505 
WEST VIRGINIA 
Square Dance & Western Shop 
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd. — Rt. 1 
Weirton, W. Va. 26062 
Newcombs and parts in stock 
0.C1.\)0 
.00(ORES>---  
k̀ ligOuL9 YOU 13euEve if? SAE'S ACWALLY 
MAKING 'SW IN ¶44E CAGE' POPOLAP AGAIN " 
th BOX 2071 - NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70116 
JUNE 24 - 25 - 26, 1971 20 NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
1:9'2(005q 	RECORDS 
NO if C0110 DiSoCNID 	writs 	C•lalt w MIND" 
From: P.O. Box 788 
Sandusky, Ohio 44870 
WW 209 
NEW WORLD 
IN THE MORNING 
by JERRY HAAG 
& the WAGONMASTERS 
Address Correction Requested 
WW 309 
LONG LONESOME HIGHWAY 
by BERYL MAIN & the WAGONMASTERS 
WW 603 MISSISSIPPI 
by KEN BOWER & the WAGON MASTERS 
P.O. Box 364 	Arvada, Colorado 
60 
